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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Korean immigration to America dates back to 19031905 when a little over 7,000 Koreans came to Hawaii to
work on sugar plantations.

Since then immigration policies

have gone through four different periods of legislative
changes which prohibited, restricted, or opened doors to

the Korean.

Today, the Koreans are the third fastest

growing ethnic minority in the United States.

It is

estimated that the number of Koreans in the United States
is 450,000.1

The immigrants should be understood not only in the

context of the problems that often accompany their minority
status, but also in the context of their rich heritage and

in their potential for beneficial contributions to American
society.
Minority status is often associated with identity

crises and the crises produce a ’’marginal person.”
negative aspects of marginal persons are well known:

The

they

are hostile, destructive, and develop an inferiority com-

plex.

A marginal person is one who incorporates habits

Social and
Eui-Young Yu, ” Koreans in America:
The Korean
Immigrant in America, ed.
Economi c Ad jus tment s, ’ ’ ________
_________________
Byong-suh Kim and Sang Hyun Lee (Montclair, N. J. : The
Association of Korean Christian Scholars in North America,
Inc., 1980), p. 75.

2

and values from two divergent cultures due to incomplete
assimilation in either.

Koreans tend to exhibit marginal

status because of their physical appearance.

Therefore,

since they are a marginal group, it is imperative for the
Koreans to develop a survival strategy.

They have to

maintain and foster ethnic identity to prevent the negative
aspects of the marginal person from encroaching.

Being

aware of one’s identity and proud of one’s cultural heri-

tage are the prerequisites for a marginal person to
overcome marginality and to become a confident individual

citizen in American society.

As a societal effort in the United States, a new
educational movement is being carried out to help ethnic
children by providing the opportunity for the development
of ethnic pride.

Spontaneously, the Korean-American com-

munity has organized Korean cultural education programs in

about 127 Korean ethnic schools in the United States.

The

immigrant parents seek an institution where they can foster
ethnic identity, pride, and proper socialization of their

children.
The parents are largely Korean-speaking, while the

children are mainly English-speaking.

Although the parents

feel the difficulties of maintaining a stable child-parent

relationship because of the dual language structure in the
family, they may not understand the underlying principles
of what ethnic education really means to a child-parent

3
relationship and to the pluralism of American society.

Parents in a dual language family can neither provide
guidance to nor earn respect from their children, and thus

the children may be deprived of a proper socialization pro-

cess .

However, there is no synthesized body of knowledge

that provides a means for the Korean ethnic schools to
relate to their environment.

Chan and others say that per

haps due to the relatively small number of Korean children
in the United States, a review of literature on Asian
Americans yields almost no empirical information on the

learning style of Korean American children and the effect
of their cultural background on psychological development.

2

Therefore, this study was undertaken to ascertain

goals and objectives for the Korean ethnic schools in
connection with ethnic educational needs of the Korean
immigrants.

This study was also undertaken to provide a

systematic body of knowledge by means of which the Korean
ethnic schools relate themselves to their environments.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of the investigation was to assess the

ethnic education of the Korean immigrants1 children, and

2

Kenyon S. Chan, Ruby Takamish, and Margie Kitano,
An Inquiry Into Asian American Preschool Children and
Families in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Graduate School of
Education, University of California at Los Angeles, ERIC
Document ED 117 251, July, 1975, p. 14.
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to analyze the operations of the Korean ethnic schools in

the United States.

Two questions were investigated in this study:
1.

What were some of the ethnic educational needs

of the Korean immigrants insofar as the socio-psychological
environments of the Korean ethnic schools are concerned?
2.

How were the Korean schools being operated to

meet such needs?

More specifically, the objectives of this study

were as follows:
1.

To review the historical aspects of Korean

immigration and the immigrants1 life in the United States.

2.

To review socio-psychological dimensions of the

Korean ethnic children and to assess the needs of ethnic
education in the Korean community in the United States.

3.

To describe and to analyze selected Korean

ethnic schools and to evaluate certain component variables

for the attainment of the goals and objectives of the
Korean ethnic schools.

4.

To suggest certain administrative improvements

for effective operation of the ethnic schools.
Methodology of the Study
The basic research methods were the inductive

analysis of the literature review and the case study
supplemented by survey.

The induction analysis of

r
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literature provided answers to the first research
question:

What are the ethnic educational needs of the

Korean immigrants and the environments of the Korean

ethnic schools?

The case study method was employed to

provide answers to the second research question:
the Korean ethnic schools being operated?

How were

The case

studies furnished a total view in order to take into
account the richness of facts concerning the schools.

In order to make the case study of the selected

schools more meaningful, an overview of the all-Korean
ethnic schools in the United States was necessary.

How-

ever , the survey method utilized for this purpose could

not exceed the stage of pilot study.

(The details of

this procedure will be discussed in the overview section
of Chapter 4.)

Scope of the Study
There were approximately 127 Korean ethnic schools
in the United States as of October, 1980, according to the

Education Attache of the Korean Embassy in Washington, D.C.
Those schools could be classified into two types based on
the types of sponsoring organization:

church schools and

independent schools.

The church schools were either operated directly
by the board of trustees of the church, or operated

indirectly through the school board, which is legally

6
separated from the board of trustees of the church.

In

both cases, the church schools were governed ultimately
by the board of trustees of the church.

Independent

schools were nonprofit organizations with no official
supporting organizations, relying primarily on tuition.

The investigation dealt with four schools:
independent schools and one church school.

three

These schools

had students numbering in excess of fifty and were oper

ating in the Eastern part of the United States as of
October 1980.

The church schools in general did not have the
properties of a school organization.

They functioned as

a loosely organized group of language classes rather than
as a school.

Less than 5 percent of the church school

had its own school board.

school was selected.

Therefore , only one church

The four schools selected were not

necessarily representative of all Korean ethnic schools in

the United States, but they did afford some idea of how
ethnic education is conducted in this country.

Instruments to Collect Data
Personal interview and document analysis were

employed for the case study part of the investigation.
The interview was the primary tool through which most of

the information was secured.

The basic purpose of the

interviews was to collect the primary data for the

7
reflective thinking processes in describing and analyzing

the operations of the ethnic schools.

Interviews were

scheduled with a school principal. a board chairman, two
teachers , five or more parents for each of the schools

selected, and four community leaders in the area the
schools were located.

Documents and records of the schools were reviewed
to verify the interviews and to find additional detailed

facts .

The review of documents was not intended for the

quantification of data, but to serve as a primary source
of information.

Data Treatment and Display

The data and information collected through the
interviews and document review were analyzed and synthe
sized under the following content categories to provide

answers to the second research question:
Korean ethnic schools operating?

how were the

The results were

presented in the form of a frequency distribution with

tables for certain content categories.

1.

Goals and objectives

2.

Hi story

3.

Finance

4.

Personnel

5.

Outline of subject area

6.

Goals and objectives

r
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7.

Other activities of the school

8.

Dissatisfaction of the parents and teachers

Limitations of the Study
This research was not intended to investigate

whether the Korean schools were enhancing the identity of
the Korean school children, nor was it an attempt to

evaluate the success of ethnic schools.

This study focuses

on the description of the Korean ethnic school in its total
setting in terms of its internal and external environments.

Significance of the Study
There is very little literature on Korean children
and their psychological adjustment processes in the

American environment.

This study, therefore, is one of

the few studies on Korean children in America and on

Korean ethnic schools in the United States.

The value of

this study lies in its degree of success in identifying

the ethnic educational needs of the Korean immigrants and
their children.

This study provides a systematic body of knowledge
that establishes a context for the Korean ethnic schools

to relate to their environment.

It will also serve as a

practical guide for the assessment of school goals and
objectives of the Korean ethnic schools and for adminis
trative improvements in the school operations.

Finally,

r
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it is hoped that this study will arouse interest in

ethnic schools and lead to future studies on ethnic
schools.

Chapter 2
KOREAN IMMIGRANTS; THEIR HISTORY, LIFE IN
AMERICA, DEMOGRAPHY, PROBLEMS AND NEEDS,
AND ETHNIC ORGANIZATIONS
This chapter deals with the history of Korean
immigration, the demographic characteristics of Korean

immigrants today, and the problems and needs that are
related to their ethnic education.

The purpose of this

chapter is to present the basic background of the Korean

immigrant’s life in the past and to assess some of the

ethnic educational needs of the Korean immigrant today.
Immigration History

The Early Mass Immigration
Period: 1902—1905
The first Koreans who arrived in the United States

were either students or political refugees in the years
after the signing of the Shufeldt Treaty that opened Korea

to the West in 1882.

Houchins and Houchins wrote:

The United States and the Korean kingdom exchanged
ministers in the following year, and, when the Korean
mission returned in 1884, one of its members remained
behind to pursue his studies in Massachusetts. After
the abortive, anti-conservative and pro-Japanese coup
of December 1884, three political refugees found
asylum in the United States. . . .

^Lee Houghins and Chang-su Houchins, ’’The Korean
Experience in American 1903-1924,” Pacific Historical Review,
43(4):549, 1974.

11
. . . the Korean government sent resident ministers
to Japan, Britain, France, and the United States, where
a legation was opened in 1887. This move facilitated
the travel of a substantial number of Korean students,
sixty-four in all, most of whom were encouraged by
Christian missionaries in Korea to study Western life
and taught at American colleges and universities.
Included in this group were . . . Yi Sung-man (Syngman
Rhee).2
Large scale Korean immigration began in 1902 when

representatives from Hawaiian sugar plantations came to
the port of Inchon seeking workers, although the first
proposal for importing Koreans was made seven years

The first Korean laborers arrived in Hawaii in

earlier.

1902 .

This first group consisted of 93 free contract

laborers.

Further shiploads brought 6,647 more by the end

of the next year.

By 1905, according to the U.S. Immigration

and the Naturalization Service in Honolulu, 7,226 Korean

immigrants had arrived on 65 different ships.
The emigration of Koreans to Hawaii was encouraged
by three factors.

First, the Hawaiian government, before

its annexation to America, became aware of the power of

Japan, which was making demands and protests in defense of
its subjects in Hawaii.

The white landowners felt a threat

2Ibid.
Q

Wayne Patterson, ’’The First Attempt to Obtain Korean
Laborers for Hawaii, 1896-1897,” The Korean Diaspora, ed.
Hyung-chan Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, Inc.,
1977), p. 15.

^Bong-youn Choy, Koreans in America.
Nelson-Hall, 1979), pp. 75-76.

(Chicago:

12
to their political dominance as the Japanese population

grew in Hawaii.

Second, the importation of Chinese

laborers came to an end with the annexation of Hawaii to
the United States.

To compound to the labor shortage,

the Japanese workers frequently began to strike for better
wages and working conditions.

Finally, in 1901, an unusual

drought followed by floods caused nationwide famine in

Christian missionaries in Korea encouraged

Korea.

emigration to Hawaii, where plantation owners had already

decided to recruit Korean laborers due to the problems
there.
Koreans were eager to go to Hawaii for other

reasons:

they had been told that it was the ’’Paradise of

the Pacific,” with good weather and working conditions.

They had also been told that emigration would offer better
financial opportunity and a chance to know more about

Western civilization.

Thus, the Korean king authorized

the emigration of his people and established the Sun Min
7
Won (Bureau of People’s Comfort).

The Koreans who migrated to Hawaii between 1903 and
1905 formed a heterogeneous group.

They were from every

province of Korea and from all walks of life.

But very few

came from the rural areas, so that the farming class made
up less than one-seventh of the entire group.

^Patterson, p. 15.

^Choy, p. 73.

The largest

?Choy, pp. 74-75.
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portion were common laborers, or ’’coolies,” who for the
most part worked in port cities and towns.

The remaining

portion were ex-soldiers of the Korean army, manual

laborers, household servants, policemen, woodcutters, and
Of the 7,000 immigrants, over 6,000 were young
g
bachelors; the rest were young married couples.

miners.

Contrary to their expectations, life in Hawaii was

difficult for the Korean contract workers, who found them
selves continually in debt.

Within three years about

2,000 Koreans returned to their native land.

About 1,000
9
Others
went to California to work in the rice fields.

left Hawaii to work the mines, farms, and railroads on the
. ,
10 Job opportunities were better and more varied
mainland.
on the mainland. H"

Nevertheless, the Korean National

Association (Kuk Min Hoe) reported that about 4,000
12
immigrants remained in Hawaii in 1910.

Although the Korean government wanted to continue

its policy of encouraging the emigration of Koreans to
Hawaii, the Japanese government exerted pressure to block

o

Bernice Bong Hee Kim, ’’The Koreans in Hawaii,”
Social Science, 9(4):410, October, 1934.
Q

^Ibid., p. 411.

^Kenyon S. Chan, Ruby Takamish, and Margie Kitano,
An Inquiry Into Asian American Preschool Children and
Families in Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Graduate School of
Education, University of California at Los Angeles, ERIC
Document ED 117 251, July, 1975, p. 132.

Choy, p. ,oc
105.

12ibid. , p. 77.
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the exodus.

One of the first acts of the Japanese

government after gaining control over Korea at the end of

the Russo-Japanese War in 1905 was to prohibit Korean
emigration. 14 The Japanese resident-general in Korea
believed that Japanese workers could dominate the labor

force in Hawaii if immigrants would stop flowing from

Korea.
The Downward Trend Period:
1910-1945

After Japan's annexation of Korea in 1910, over
1,000 Koreans continued to arrive in Hawaii and the main

land through the ’’picture marriage,” in which couples were
matched through pictures and written communication.

This

’’picture marriage” was encouraged by the Japanese government
in order to calm down the young Korean activists, who were

against the annexation.

The immigrants’ living conditions

were improving and the ’’picture marriages” were continued
16
until the passage of the Oriental Exclusion Act in 1924.

^ibid . , p . 76 .
^Chan, Takamish, and Kitano, p. 13.

15 Yo-yun Yun, ’’Early History of Korean Immigration to
America,” The Korean Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan Kim (Santa
Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, Inc., 1977), p. 40.

■^Taek Yong Kim, History of the Korean Church in
America 1903-1978 (Seoul, Korea: Words of Life Publishing
Co. LSaeng Myung Ae Malsm Sa], 1979), p. 71; Choy, p. 107.

15

This act barred all immigration from Asia except students
who were admitted to American colleges.^7
Between 1910-1919, over 500 refugee-students,

called "Shindo Hakseng,” came through China and Europe
18 From this group
without passports to the United States.
of students and the students who had arrived earlier, the

leaders of the Korean community emerged and became the
nucleus of the independence movement outside of Korea.

19

Then, between 1921-1940, 289 more students came with
t
•
-20
Japanese-issued
passports.

The years between 1910-1920 were characterized by

the constant movement of Orientals throughout the entire

Northwest in search of work.

In due time, some went to

Alaska as migratory workers, while others went to the East

_
21
permanently.
The Growth Period:
1946-1960

At the end of World War II, war brides and students
started coming to America.

The Korean War also resulted

in the influx of numerous war brides, refugees, and orphans.
The War Brides Act of December 28, 1945, the orphan

17Ibid., p. 21.

18Ibid.

^choy, p. 78.
raek Yong Kim, p. 24.
21
Jay Kun Yoo, The Koreans in Seattle, Philip Jaisohn
Memorial Papers, No. 4 (Elkins Park, Pa.:
The Philip
Jaisohn Memorial Foundation, 'Inc., 1979), pp. 3-4.

16
legislation passed in 1948, and the Refugee Relief Acts

of July 29, 1953, and September 11, 1957, facilitated the

admission of these immigrants.

Between 1946-1960, 4,430

Korean refugees entered the United States and through

adoption agencies, thousands of Korean children came to
22
America.
The Mass Immigration Period:
1965-Present

The high standard of living and good economic
opportunities in America defined the Korean public's image
23 Also, the Immigra
of the U.S. as the earthly paradise.
These
24
factors resulted in a large influx of Koreans to America.

tion Report Act of 1965 eliminated the quota system.

While the relatives of Koreans who had acquired

U.S. Citizenship or permanent-resident status were steadily

flowing in, a greater number of non-immigrants , such as

visitors and students, entered the country and decided to
stay .

These people generally came from the upper middle

class of Korean society.

A tidal wave of immigration began

9 9

Hae Soung Kim, ’’The Koreans,” Report to the
Governor on Discrimination Against Asians (Seattle, Wash.:
Washington State Commission on Asian-American Affairs,
Olympia, June 30, 1973), p. 15.
23fbid., p. 16.
24
^Asian Pacific Perspectives: Korean Americans, Los
Angeles, Calif., Publications Unit, Los Angeles Unified
School District, ERIC Document ED 168 333, 1976; Chan,
Takamish, and Kitano, p. 14.
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in the ’60s and is continuing to this day.

1972, 70,462 Koreans were admitted.

Between 1960-

The Korean popu

lation is one of the fastest-growing minorities in the
The total number of Koreans in America was
26
estimated to be about 450,000 as of 1979.

United States.

Korean Life in America in the
Early 20th Century
The viewpoint of Senator John F. Miller of
California in 1882 typified the prevalent attitude of

the dominant white against Asians:
. . . they never change or abandon their habits or
methods no matter what their surroundings may be.
They herd together like beasts in places where white
men could not live; they clothe themselves in the
cheapest raiment as they have always done in China,
and subsist on cheap food imported for their use and
the refuse of our markets.27

The Chinese were without doubt the most unfairly
treated of all the immigrants to the United States.

When

Chinese immigration was barred, the Japanese came to the
Western shores.

American prejudice was then transferred

to this group.

The Japanese, unlike the Chinese, did not

25
9A

Hae Soung Kim, p. 16.

Eui-Young Yu, ’’Koreans in America:
Social and
Economic Adjustments,” The Korean Immigrant in America, ed.
Byong-suh Kim and Sang Hyun Lee (Montclair, N.J.: The
Association of Korean Christian Scholars in North America,
Inc., 1980), p. 75.
27
U.S., Congressional Record, 47th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1882), Vol. XIII, Part 2, 1484.
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depress wages and were not seen as a threat to labor.

They were too successful in small farming, where they were
most efficient and diligent.

of hostility toward them.

This fact aroused feelings

Anger against the Asians was

based on the fear of economic competition and pure
racism. 28 Attitudes and opinions were created in this
nation and led to the passage of discriminatory laws

against Asians.

One of these laws made the Chinese and

Japanese and other Asians, including Koreans, ineligible
29
for citizenship.

After 1900, American hostility against Orientals
steadily increased.

Hostile groups claimed that Orientals

This concept of the
30
’’yellow peril” spread all over the United States.

were evil, dirty, and inferior.

Particularly in California, the Orientals, who worked
longer hours for lower wages, were considered a threat to

the economic interests of the white.

Cultural difference

was another cause of racial discrimination.

Choy wrote:

. . . Japanese males tied samurai-style bands around
their heads and wore only Fundoshi (loincloth) in the
summertime.
Sometimes males and females took baths
together. They ate Sashimi (’’raw fish”) with chop
sticks, and they bowed, several times when greeting
one another. . . . Koreans were about the same. They
retained their own traditions. Some wore native

28

Natalie Isser, ’’Asian Americans:
Then, Now, and
Tomorrow” (paper presented at World Teachers Conference on
Multicultural Education, Honolulu, Hawaii, July, 1976),
ERIC Document ED 130 984, p. 1.
29*Ibid. ,
3 uhoy, p. 107.

*
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clothing and smoked long pipes. They also talked
loudly, both in private and public. They ate Kimchi 31
(Korean hot pickles), which have a strong odor . . .
Like other Asian immigrants, Korean laborers encountered
both discrimination and violence due to anti-Oriental
32
In 1906, the San Francisco School Board
hostility.

decided that American-born students of Korean and Japanese

ancestry could not attend the white public schools and must
33
attend the separate Oriental schools with the Chinese.
The Korean mode of living in the camps of the old
sugar plantations in Hawaii is described thus:
Within the Korean camp 30 or 40 young men and three
... A typical camp had
or four families lived.
10 rooms on both sides of the aisle. Each room is
occupied by 4 or 5 singleman, or by a couple. They
worked 10 hours a day for 26 working days in a month.
The monthly earnings of $18.00 was not sufficient for
any savings. . . .35

These wages, however, were better than anything they could
have received in Korea.

In spite of this meager pay, the

laborers were able to support Korean educational, religious,
36
and political institutions.

The early Korean immigrants had a weak national

consciousness when they first arrived.

But the new life in

foreign land made them feel a strong love for Korea and her

31 Choy, pp. 107-108.
32 Chan, Takamish, and Kitano, p. 13.
34
33
Bernice Kim, p. 18.
Choy, p. 107
36n
.
„.
35
Taek Yong Kim, p. 18.
Bernice Kim, P- 411.
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i . 37
people

Also, with the news that Korea had become a

protectorate of Japan in 1905, nationalistic aspiration

Rbecame strong.
38

In 1905, the first Korean political

organization ’’Kong Hyop Hoe” (Mutual Assistance Association)
39
was formed as the first political organization.
Most Koreans who immigrated before 1906 were

unorganized in terms of traditional social groups.

As a

result, Christian churches in Korean communities formed the
core of the organizational structure of the Korean com-

munity in religious, social, educational, and political
. .

• 4- • 40

activities.
The leaders of the Korean immigrants emerged from

the refugee-students of the pre-immigration period and
41
Sindo-students who came between 1910 and 1920.

Those leaders faced many hardships:

the language

barriers, cultural conflicts, lack of skills, and racial

discrimination.

42

Most of the intellectuals worked as farm

hands, factory workers, clerks, or at other manual occupations.

Because of racism, hardly any could get into

occupations for which they were qualified.

Koreans them-

selves resisted the trend toward assimilation partly

because Korean leaders were trying to cultivate national

37
'Yo-Jun Yun, p. 37.

^choy, p. 81.

39TR. ,
Ibid.
41
uhoy, p. 78.

^Kitano, p. 13; Choy, p. 81.
42Ibid., p. 79 .
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pride

Early Korean immigrants were struggling for

survival5 making a living through physical labor.

At the

same time, they were agitating for national independence.

They educated their children so as to preserve their
44
Korean heritage,
increase nationalism, and develop hope
for a better future.

Poverty and nationalism, in the

midst of racial discrimination, characterize the early life
of the Korean in America.

Educational activities of the early Koreans emerged

out of the Christian churches, which were not only places
for faith and worship but also places for catering to the

various needs of the early immigrants.

Those immigrants.

whether Christian or non-Christian, after long and hard

work under the hot sun, needed social gatherings to meet
friends and to talk to them about their problems.

The Korean church in America made three important

contributions during the early period.

First, it was a

social center and a means of cultural identification for
the Korean immigrants.

They could speak their native

language, and it helped them retain their Korean traditional
values.

Second, the church kept Korean nationalism alive

by supporting political activities for national independence.

Third, it performed an educational function by teaching

43 Hae Soung Kim, p. 15.

44

uhoy, p. 241.
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American-born Koreans the Korean language, history, and
i -

culture.

45

In 1934, Bernice Kim defined three culturaleducational problems the early immigrants faced in rearing
their children:

Against the general background and setting of
poverty and nationalistic aspiration, the older gen
eration soon found a barrier of misunderstanding arise
between themselves and the younger generation now
growing up. The following were and still are some of
the major points of conflict:
(1) Language. The
Hawaiian-born Korean can speak English better than
Korean and tends to speak and know less of the ances
tral tongue. In some families parents and children
can converse only upon the simplest matters of every
day life.
(2) Filial piety. Usually the younger
generation does not truly understand the meaning of
filial piety, and the older generation is dogmatic in
its demands and wishes. The ensuing criticisms from
the older people tend to augment the misunderstanding.
(3) Social freedom. The average adolescent boy and
girl are left without useful guidance and receive only
adverse criticisms from the older people. The Korean
customs of maidenly modesty and seclusion still forms
the ideal of the parents and because of its inflexi
bility has perhaps caused more unnecessary conflicts
and unhappiness than any other single factor.46
While the older folks were spending their energy

and resources on making a living and agitating for political

independence, their children passed these priorities by,
thus causing a conflict between the old Korean and the young
American-Korean.

The transition into American ideas and

practices, within a generation, had been too rapid and
careless for the preservation of a well-integrated personality.

Undoubtedly, the attempt by the young Korean to

^choy, p. 263.

46„

.

TT.

Bernice Kim, P- 412.
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quickly incorporate new ideas and practices was a major

factor in the comparatively high proportion of youthful
, n
_ 47
delinquents .
The Korean community felt a need to instill Korean

traditional values and heritage in their young by teaching
the Korean language, history, and culture.

Also, the

church leaders felt that the establishment of evening

schools for educating the illiterate immigrants, who composed about 65 percent of all the immigrants, was the first
48
priority in Korean community projects.

In 1906, the first Korean school with its own
building was established in the Korean Methodist Church
49
The
with the help from the United Methodist Church.
Korean Methodist Church, the first Korean church, was
officially recognized in April 1905, when the Rev. John

Wadman became superintendent.^
The Korean National Association, a political
organization established in 1909, also played an important

role in maintaining the Korean heritage among American-born
Korean children.

The KNA's Bureau of Education was

established to provide funds and teaching materials for
52 At first, the churches used
Korean language schools.

47TK
. ,.
Ibid

^choy, p. 258.

49Ibid
tK. ,
.

50Ibid., p. 254.

51TK
. , . , pp. 259, 272.
Ibid

52tr. ,
Ibid., p. 272.
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mimeographed textbooks, but later the KNA turned out
printed textbooks. 53 In 1914, the KNA established a
girls1 seminary, which was merged with the Korean Compound

School (a residential school for boys established in 1906
by the Korean Methodist Church in Hawaii) and became the

Korean Christian Institute in 1918, which was headed by
54 Mrs. John Wadman directed the boarding
Syngman Rhee.

school until June 1913, when Syngman Rhee was appointed
principal of the school.33

The period between 1903 and 1918 saw a rapid
growth in the number of Korean Christians; 2,800 Koreans

were converted to Christianity and 39 churches were

established.3^

As the churches grew in numbers, Christians

and non-Christians sent their children to Sunday schools
for Korean language instruction.3?

As a result, within a

ten-year period, illiteracy among Korean immigrants was
wiped out.

Korean children were able to read and speak

their ancestral language and had some background in Korean
history and culture.

Korean-born parents and their

American-born children were able to communicate with each

33Ibid., p. 259.

5^ibid., p. 258.

33Hyung-Chan Kim, ’’The History and Role of the Church
in the Korean American Community,” The Korean Diaspora, ed.
Hyung-Chan Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.:
ABC-Clio, Inc.,
1977), p. 51.

56Ibid., p. 50.

3?Taek Yong Kim, p. 39.
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other; family life became happier; and traditional values
were retained in the Korean community. 5 8
The Korean immigrants appear to have been moti

vated to establish their language school as a symbol of
their national independence and ethnic identity.

There

were nine Korean language? schools with 241 pupils and

nine teachers in Hawaii, according to figures from the
inspector of Language Schools of the Department of Public
59
Instruction as of June 15, 1923, in Hawaii.
Demographic Characteristics and
Needs of Recent Immigrants

Dispersed Settlement

Korean Americans were more dispersed in America
than any other Asian groups.

They tended to concentrate

heavily in major metropolitan centers where employment
and other opportunities were more readily available. Bi

58n,
Choy, p. 258.
59
Percival M. Symonds, ’’The Effect of Attendance at
Chinese Language Schools on Ability with the English
Language , ” Journal of Applied Psychology, 8:412, 1924.

Buchan, p. 12; Jai P. Ryu, ’’Koreans in American: A
Demographic Analysis,” The Korean Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan
Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, Inc., 1977), p. 212.
Bl-Hyung-chan Kim, ’’Some Aspects of Social Demography
of Korean Americans,” The Korean Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan
Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, Inc., 1977), p. 123.
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According to 1970 census reports on Asians in Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas, a significant number—
46.2 percent—of Korean-Americans lived in suburbs,

compared to 28.6 percent of Philippines, 44.0 percent of
62
Japanese, and 26.6 percent of Chinese.

Yoo’s research on Koreans in Seattle indicated that

Koreans were scattered in various parts of the city and had
63 This is a
not formed a concentrated ethnic community.
small-scale urban example of their wide national geographic

Koreans may accelerate the national assimila64
tion rate, and thus may hinder ethnic solidarity.

dispersion.

High Educational Level
and Occupation
One distinctive quality of the Koreans in the U.S.

was their exceptionally high educational level.

According

to the 1970 U.S. Census, 36.6 percent of Koreans twenty-

five years of age and over had completed four years of
college, compared with 15.9 percent of Japanese, 25.6 per

cent of Chinese, 22.5 percent of Philippinos, 11.6 percent
of Whites and 4.5 percent of Blacks.

62Ryu, pp. 212-213.

^Yoo, pp. 17-18.

64 won Moo Hurh, Assimilation of the Korean Minority
in the United States, Philip Jaisohn Memorial Papers, No. 1,
(Elkins Park, Pa.: The Philip Jaisohn Memorial Foundation,
Inc., 1977), n.p.

6^Eui-Young Yu, "Koreans in America:: An Emerging
Amerasia Journal, 4(1):127, 1977.
Ethnic Minority,” x
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The percentage of Korean Americans enrolled in
school was higher than the percentage of Whites and the

U.S. population on the whole in all age categories except

females 18-24 years old.

Median school years completed

were 12.9 for Koreans, 12.1 for whites and 12.7 for the
66
U.S. population.
A nationwide mail survey in 1979
disclosed that 66.5 percent of the Korean respondents
completed a college education. 67

Of all the Koreans who reported an occupation when
they arrived in the U.S. between 1965 and 1974, 67 percent
stated that they had highly skilled backgrounds in profes68 A recent
sional, technical, and managerial fields.

survey of the head of the household in Seattle indicated

a general downward trend:

26.1 percent were professionals,

10.1 percent were skilled workers, and 7.1 percent were
69
owners , proprietors, and managers.

The high level of education among Korean Americans
had not paid off in high incomes.

This unbalance of

education level to income appeared to be pravelent among

all Asian groups, with the exception of Japanese Americans.

The earnings of Koreans were much lower than the average
earnings of the total U.S. population when their high

66n

Ryu, p. 220.

67 Joonang Daily News[Seoul, Korea], September 25, 1979.
68Ryu, p. 221.
221.

69Yoo, p. 25.
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level of education and professional skills were con

. ,
a 70
srdered
.

Therefore , one may be able to hypothesize that the

feelings of status deprivation would be the greatest among
71
recent Korean immigrants.
Long Working Hours

Koreans worked more hours than their American
counterparts.

Nearly half of the resident Koreans worked

more than 9 hours a day; about 20 percent worked more than
10 hours a day.

A quarter of the Korean workers worked

during evening and night hours. Nearly half worked on the
72 The most prevalent income source for Koreans
weekends.
73
on the whole was the running of their own business.
Korean small businesses generally stayed open long hours

They also made use of unpaid
and on weekends and holidays.
74 One of the several factors that made
family labor.
Koreans engage in small business appears to be the language
difficulties that most of the recent immigrants experienced 7 3
As a result, parents working long hours did not have adequate

70v
o <^Hurh, n.p.
Yoo, p. 25.
72 Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America, p. 84.

73Ibid.
7<^Edna Bonacich, Ivan H. Light, and Charles Choy Wong,
"The New Immigrant Wave: Koreans in Business,” Society,
14(6):55, September/October, 1977.
73Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America, p. 84.
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time to meet the social and educational needs of their

children.?&
High Fertility Ratio
Koreans immigrated to America during their most
productive years.

Korean-Americans between 20 and 39

constituted approximately 61 percent of the total immi

grants during the 1959 to 1971 period.??

The 1970 U.S.

Census showed that only 26 percent of the total U.S.
78 A 1973 survey in
population was 20-39 years of age.

Seattle indicated that 69 percent of the heads of the
79
household were between 21-38 years of age.
The percentage of children of the total Korean-

American population in the 1970 Census was 12.4 percent
compared to 8.4 percent of the total U.S. population.
The percentage of children among Koreans was higher than

that of any other Asian group as well.

Fifteen percent of

all Korean immigrants between 1970 and 1974 were children
under age five. Also, for the same period, 37 percent
,
- 80 The 1978 Los Angeles survey found
were under age twenty.

that children below age eighteen constituted one-third of
81 These statistics
the Koreans in Southern California.

76fbid., p. 91.

77TR.,
Ibid.

7 8 Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America, p. 80.
79v
Q9
80 Ryu, p. 216.
Yoo, p. 22.
81
Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America , p . 79.
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have serious implications for the educational and other

needs of Korean children.
Female Head and Low Sex Ratio

The portion of Korean American families headed by

females in 1970 was 14.7 percent, which was considerably

higher than the national level of 10.8 percent.

This may

indicate an increased level of family instability after
immigration. 82
Korean immigrants had a markedly low sex ratio:

64.8 males per 100 females during the 1971-1975 period.
This low ratio was ubiquitous among all recent immigrants
83 and can be largely explained in the case of
from Asia
Koreans by the great number of Korean women who married
84
Also 5 U.S. citizens
and returned with U.S. servicemen.
85
who adopted Korean children tended to prefer girls.

Problems and Needs

Korean immigrants in the U.S. were increasingly
faced with unemployment, underemployment, family disintegration, cultural adjustments, and various other

psychological strains.

This section will focus on the

S^Ryu, p. 215.
82,-)Ryu, p. o224.
o/
83Hurh, n.p.
8 5 Hyung-chan Kim, II Some Aspects, II
P- 112.
^Marn J. Cha, ”An Ethnic Political Orientation as a
Function of Assimilation: With Reference to Koreans in Los
Angeles,” The Korean Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan Kim (Santa
Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, Inc., 1977), p. 191.
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problems and needs which might have directly or indirectly

influenced the growth of the Korean ethnic schools in the

United States, with particular reference to the demographic
data presented in the previous section.

Erosion of Traditional Value,
Parents' Authority and
Family Solidarity
The Korean family unit seemed to break apart when

the family migrated to the United States.

Parents might

try to maintain the old cultural values, but they had

difficulty in maintaining these values for the children,
who were learning the language, values, and customs of a

new land.

As women became partners in economic activity
in the U.S. they no longer obediently accepted the

superior positions of the males, as in Korea.

Males

who were already faced with frustration caused by

language difficulty, prejudice, and discrimination in
the job market, found it difficult to tolerate their

weakening position in the family.

They were helpless

when they saw their authority over wife and children
a . 87
erode

The high number of the matriarchal families

among Korean immigrants may indicate the family insta88
bility after immigration.

87

Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America , p . 90.

S^Ryu, p. 224.
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In Korea , society was centered around the family
unit with the father as the unquestioned head of the house

hold and the females as the least important family members.

The child had to submit to the desires of the parents.
His own plans
89
were secondary and always subject to parental approval.

almost to the point of total subserviency.

The Korean immigrant father was often pictured as supported
by a submissive wife and obedient, overly conforming
children, but Chae-kun Yu observed that this image no
90 For example, the
longer represented reality in America.

Los Angeles Unified School District prepared a chart of
comparative Korean values (traditional vs. modified) for

use by teachers.

A few examples of the modified values

follow:

1.

Affection between father and son—still main-

tained to a high degree, but in America the father and son
are friends or ’’pals”—go fishing, play ball, and attend
football games together.

2.

Respect for elders—children are being exposed

to the American way of living and are questioning the oneway communication.

A clash of values is taking place.

Still, speech is honorific to elders and superiors.

89

Barry Pitler, ’’Chicago’s Korean American Community,”
Integrated Education, 15(4):44, 1977.
90
Chae-kun Yu, ’’The Correlates of Cultural Assimilation
of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” The Korean
Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABCClio, Inc., 1977), p. 187.
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3.

Esteem for teachers—respect for teachers is

carried over to the United States.
be contradicted.

Teachers should never

There is a cultural shock because of the

greater freedom here.

Children see others standing up to

and talking back to teachers.

4.
oriented.

Traditionally, Korean children are family
Old friends of parents are called ’’uncle”

or ’’aunt, ” thus furthering the concept of the extended

family.
children.

Peers do not mean as much as they do to American
91

However, this strong family tie eroded with the

impact of the new culture.

According to Lee!s research in

the Atlanta area, Korean parents tried hard to teach native
values at home; but children learned American values faster

because of their association with their peers in the school
and in the community, and they were most strongly influ92 In addition, Korean parents
enced by American teachers.

working long hours did not have adequate time to provide

guidance for their children.

^Asian Pacific, pp. 9-12.
92 Don Chang Lee, ’’Korean Family Organization in the
United States: Role and Value Conflicts in a Foreign
Culture” (paper presented at the 73rd annual meeting of
the American Anthropological Association, Mexico City,
November 19-24, 1974), ERIC Document ED 118 667,
pp. 9-12.
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Divided Language Family and
Socialization of Child
Korean immigrants were mostly in their reproductive
ages (20-39) which resulted in a high number of school-age

children.

Korean-born parents with American-born children

became a typical pattern of nativity composition for
Korean families in the U.S. 93 Over 95 percent of Korean-

Americans were born in Korea, according to a Chicago
94 While adults were largely Koreansurvey in 1973.

speaking, the children tended to use English.

This made

it difficult to maintain a stable child-parent relationship.
English-speaking children tended to look down on their

parents because of their broken English and authoritarian

attitudes. 95

Many parents had the experience of having

their English corrected by their children.
Parents in the divided-language family could

neither provide guidance to nor earn respect from their
Korean children brought up in such a family were
97 Lee ’ s
deprived of a proper socialization process.

children.

research indicated that in most cases communication between

93 Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America, p. 79.
94 Bok-lim C. Kim, The Asian Americans:
Changing
AKCS/Publication
Patterns Changing Needs (Urbana,Illinois:
Services, 1978),p. 181.
95 Eui-Young Yu, Koreans in America, p. 89.
96Ibid.

97Ibid.
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parent and child was bilingual—the parent spoke Korean,
98
Difficulty with the English
the child spoke English.
language constituted a major problem for Koreans.

This

difficulty limited their opportunity for the acquisition
of jobs commensurate with their education. 99 Self-

evaluation of English fluency by Korean respondents in a

1973 Chicago survey indicated that only 4.8 percent of
females and 11.8 percent of males were in the ’’fluent”

category. 100

Yet the same survey disclosed that Koreans

set the priority of learning conversational English second
to that of obtaining legal aid.

Koreans generally gave a

higher self-rating to English fluency than other Asians.
The Koreans reported taking English classes or lessons more
a •
often than any other Asian
group. 101

The difficulty Korean-

born parents had with English was also related to the

problems of home education; parents were not able to
educate their children because of the limitations they had

in communicating a specific idea.
Korean Ethnic Organizations

Failure of Korean Organizations
Korean community organizations between 1903-1945

worked toward the interests of Korean immigrants, but the

98

Don Chang Lee, p. 8.

99r,
Chan, p. 13.

^^Bok-lim C. Kim, Asian Americans, p. 180.
101TR. ,
Ibid., p. 205.
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issues they dealt with were hardly vital to improving
their lives.

These early organizations, for the most part,

directed large amounts of money and energy to support the
Korean independence movement.

But after Korea gained its

independence in 1945, the Korean community could find no

common stimulating cause to which time and money would be
This lack of common effort and cause

willingly submitted.

in these early organizations led to their decline.
Then in 1965 with the large influx of Korean

immigrants, the number of Korean community organizations

began to increase.

In 1979 there were 250 in Los Angeles

alone, not counting religious and student groups.

This new

period, however, was marked with controversies and conflicts. 102

The characteristics of the new Korean community

organizations included dubious organizational goals without
specific support programs, the lack of interest, and the

lack of coalitions with intra- or inter-ethnic communities.

103

Also , Korean-American communities across the nation
did not yet possess the organizational structure and

economic resources to deal with the service needs of their

1luz
02 Choy, p. 229.
103 Hyung-chan Kim, ’’Korean Community Organizations in
America: Their Characteristics and Problems,” The
'_ Korean
Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABCClio, Inc., 1977) , p. 79.
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rapidly increasing population.

The list of dysfunc

tional characteristics is not limited to the ones above.
Repeated irregularities in the election systems and the

election of position or title seekers, rather than of
servants of their community, had long been evils to the
success of Korean community organizations. 105 Although
research indicated that large numbers of Korean immigrants
were members of ethnic organizations of one sort or

other,

meaningful participation of the immigrants was

rare, as evidenced in the Korean Associations of the large
cities.

Emerging Korean Churches
Gradually, emerging Korean churches replaced ethnic

organizations due to failure of their function.

The early

Korean churches functioned not only as sanctuaries for

worship but also as centers where Koreans could discuss
their concerns, which usually dealt with Korean

i .
r
Bok-lim
C. Kim, "An Appraisal of Korean Immigrant
Service Needs,’1 Social Casework, 57(3):14O, March, 1976.
105 Choy, pp. 231-232.

104n i

lO^Young Yun Kim, ’’Inter-Ethnic and Intra-Ethnic
Communications: A Study of Korean Immigrants in Chicago ti
(paper presented at the annual meeting of the Western
Speech Communication Association, Phoenix, Arizona,
November 20-23, 1977), ERIC Document ED 147 890, p. 15;
Bok-lim C. Kim, Asian Americans, p. 180.
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independence.

The role of the emerging church was not

much different from that of the early churches, except
that only a limited few of the emerging churches were con

cerned with the democratization of Korea.
The typical Korean immigrant attended his ethnic
107 The religious involvement of Koreans,
church regularly.

as found by the 1973 Chicago survey, was greater than that
of any other Asian community except those of the Filipinos.

108

According to a 1979 Los Angeles survey, 70 percent of the

Korean respondents who had been in the U.S. for less than
109 Overall, Koreans,
five years attended Korean churches.
who did not demonstrate a religious preference, showed a
higher level of church attendance than any other Asian

group.

110

From the Los Angeles survey, the reasons Koreans
111
attended the ethnic churches were as follows:

1.

To solve problems Koreans confronted in America

(24 percent)

■LO^Bok-lim C. Kim, Asian Americans, p. 207.
108Ibid., p. 178.
109 Don Chang Lee, "The Korean Church as an Agency for
the Assimilation of Koreans in the U.S.” (paper presented
at the 31st annual meeting of the Association for Asian
Studies, Los Angeles, March 30-April 1, 1979), ERIC
Document ED 147 726, p. 4.

^^■^Bok-lim C. Kim, Asian Americans , p. 178.
^Don Chang Lee, ’’The Korean Church,” P- 4.
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2.

Communication problems in English; the

inability to understand English church service (19 percent)

3.

For the fellowship of Koreans (loneliness)

(17 percent)

4.

Evangelism of Christianity (10 percent)

5.

Ethnic identity (10 percent)

6.

Other reasons (4 percent)

7.

No response (18 percent)

The above findings indicated that Koreans attended
112 The
church as a means of obtaining social services.

more general problems Koreans confronted included communication in English, loneliness, employment, cultural

differences, racial discrimination, the necessity of hard
work, and education of children. 113 In Los Angeles, there
were over 100 Korean churches, and one out of every 240
iz

i

Koreans was a clergyman.

114

Summary
In reviewing the demographic characteristics and

needs of the Korean immigrants in America, it was noted

that the Korean immigrants were highly educated.
a high regard for the value of education.

They had

As ’’pioneers”

in a new land, they did not earn income commensurate with

their education, but they wished their children to have a

112t
, . , ., p. 5. .
Ibid

113t
, . , ., p. 9.
Ibid

H^Choy, p. 264.
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good education and a good job.

Long hours of work did not

provide enough time to guide their children, in spite of
the fact that most of the immigrants were of reproductive
ages and naturally had more school-age children than other
Asian groups or the American population in general.

The immigrant parents wanted to retain Korean

traditional values and remain as authority figures over
their children.

At the same time, they saw an improper

socialization of their children in the divided language

They wished their children to speak the Korean

family.
language.

However, these wishes appeared remote in

realization, especially since the Koreans were scattered
and thinly settled in America.

Many Koreans attended Korean churches to fulfill

various needs, including the education of their children

and association with other Koreans.

The Korean church, in

this regard, was a viable ethnic organization in the Korean

communi ty.

Out of the Korean church often emerged the

Korean school.

Chapter 3
SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS
OF THE KOREAN ETHNIC CHILDREN

This chapter describes socio-psychological
environments that affect, positively or negatively, the
Korean ethnic minority children.

The purpose of this

chapter is to present certain environmental forces that

are associated with the needs of ethnic education for the
Korean ethnic children in America.
Early Racism: An Administrative
Perspective

In the early decades of the 20th' century, there was

widespread belief in education as the means to promote the
assimilation of immigrants by America.

Adherence to the

ideology of ’’Anglo-conformity” was pervasive in urban school
systems .

Textbooks emphasized Protestant values and con-

tained harsh stereotypes of Catholics, Jews, and other

immigrant groups.

It could be said that various ethnic

groups were ranked in a hierarchical structure of society
according to their similarity in color and culture to those

of Protestant Anglo-Saxons.

Koreans were seen as unas-

similatable aliens occupying the bottom of the hierarchy.

In 1884, Joseph Tape, a Chinese immigrant, after
trying unsuccessfully to get his daughter into a white

42
school in San Francisco, took his case to the California
Supreme Court.

Although he won the case, the superintendent

of schools asked the State assembly for an amendment pro
viding for separate schools, which later became known as

’’Oriental schools.

________
----------The
cases-for
WongHim
vs.

in 1902 and Gong Lum vs. Rice

3

Callahan

in 1927 confirmed the

segregation of Asians in schools.

In the case of Wong Him

vs . Callahan the Circuit Court, N.D. California ruled that
separate but equal schools were not forbidden by the 14th

Amendment to the Constitution.

Similar racist attitudes on the part of school

administrators prevailed in the early part of this century.
However, before blaming these administrators for their
racist attitudes, one should understand the social forces
in the 1910s and 1920s that had shaped the administration
of the public schools.

After 1900, immigrants, at a rate of about one
million a year in the eastern cities, arrived predominantly

from the poorest socio-economic groups in southern and

eastern Europe.

The immigrant children from these semi

literate families of diverse cultural background

1

Connie Young ”
Yu,, ’’The ’ Others 1 : Asian Americans and
Civil
Rights
Digest, 9(1):45 , Fall, 1976.
Educa t i on,” (_______
^Wong Him vs. Callahan, 119 F. 381 (N.D. Cal. 1902).
^Gong Lum vs. Rice, 275 U.S. 78 (1927).
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constituted an educational problem unparalleled in human

hi story.

Increased school population meant increased

taxes, especially in a period of 30 percent inflation.

In 19093 Ayres 3 one of the first educators to picture the
school as a factory and to apply business values and

industrial practices, claimed that the schools were filled
with retarded children who were over-age for their grade.

He produced an "Index of Efficiency" measuring the relative

efficiency of schools.
The school board positions were largely occupied by

businessmen, and school administrators had to operate the
school in a business-like way to appease them.

Also, out

side businessmen and educators themselves prodded
administrators into conceiving education as a business

enterprise.

established.

By 1918, educational cost accounting was well
The educational Balance Sheet and Child

Accounting included such business-like captions as ’’years
gained by rapid pupil" and "years lost by slow pupil."

In

most cities where a large number of foreign-born children

lived, the number of years lost was 20-30 times as great
as the number gained.

Raymond E. Callahan, Education and the Cult of
Efficiency: A Study of the Social Forces That Have Shaped
the Administration of the Public Schools (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1962) , pp. 14-16.

5Ibid., pp. 151-169.
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Although it was deemed necessary to get lower-class

and immigrant children off the streets, their presence was

troublesome in schools that had been modeled on middle
class, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant values.

One early response

was to incarcerate the intractable children of the underprivileged in truant schools and parental homes while they

learned ’’appropriate” values and behavior.

This policy,

the educators believed, benefited both the nation and the

children.

Naturally, the schools were reluctant to

include foreigners, particularly the ’’unassailable” Asians.
The panacea principle of scientific management

brought an era of ”efficiency.”

The feverish enthusiasm

of efficiency caused administrators to be preoccupied with

the measurable efficiency of dollars, not education.

One

million immigrants every year made the already crowded

classroom of 100 pupils unworkable, especially with a wide

range of age groups in a class.

In addition, the muckraking journals and a costconscious public made ’’efficiency” the gospel of the era,
converting the public school into a factory, a school

plant, using business terminology and practices.

When

one considers the social forces that affected school life,

Asians were not the unique target for discrimination.

Paul C. Violas, The Training of the Urban Working
______
Class
: A History of Twentieth Century America Education
(Chicago": Rand McNally College Publishing Company, 1978) ,
p. 22.

r
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Today’s Environment for the
Minority Child

It has been generally assumed that the schools
played a significant role in acculturating the immigrants,
or ’’melting down” their differences, and that they also

provided the means for the acceptable rapid social
mobility of immigrant children.

In reality, only a few

ethnic groups achieved fairly rapid social and economic
7 The image of the melting pot never agreed with
gams .
reality.

Whatever emphasis was placed on homogeneity and

adoption of a common outlook and culture, persistent

elements of individual ethnic cultures remained with groups
8
of Americans, and America’s ethnic character proved to be

the dominant quality of its cultural diversity.

This

variety presented a challenge in America’s struggle to
achieve the democratic ideal, which implies a social
condition of equality and respect for all minority

groups.

9

^Natalie Isser, ’’Asian Americans: Then, Now, and
Tomorrow” (paper presented at World Teachers Conference on
Multicultural Education, Honolulu, Hawaii, July, 1976),
ERIC Document ED 130 984, p. 1.

8U.S., Congressional Record, 92d Cong., 2d Sess.
(1972), Vol. 118, No. 16, 20322.
q

Beatryce T. Newton, ’’Theoretical Foundations for
Cultural Pluralism in the Curriculum,” The Urban Review,
12(1):43, 1980.
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The concept of cultural pluralism is not new,

but until recently, it had relatively little effect upon

school system ideology.

Tamminga indicated that ethnic

groups had not been remodeled in the white, middle-class

American image, and various appeals for respect for
cultural differences, made only a few inroads in new
,

. ,

.

i

school ideology.

10

Blacks and other minorities blamed school char
acteristics for their lower achievement, claiming that the

schools had failed to educate children of various ethnic
groups.

Leaders of education then claimed a major role

for schools as agents of equality and democracy.^
Since the civil rights movement of the 1960s,

serious attention has been given to the concept of equal
educational opportunities as one means of providing children
from all groups with the chance of developing their fullest

potentialities.

This quest for equality of educational

opportunity has led educators to concentrate on "compensatory” education.

Harriet L. Tamminga, "Past and Present School
System Response to Asian Immigrants" (paper presented at
annual meeting of the American Sociological Association,
Chicago, Illinois, September, 1977), ERIC Document
ED 146 094, p. 17.

11Ibid
TK. . ., pp. 18-20.
12

Esther Hovey, Ethnicity and Early Education,
Urbana, Illinois, Eric Clearing House on Early Childhood
Education, ERIC Document ED 107 368, April, 1975, p. 1.
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Federal and state legislation, court decisions, and

state department of education actions mandated that schools
be strongly concerned with overcoming inequalities among

different ethnic and social groups in academic achievement
and future vocational or professional success.

Also ,

schools were under pressure to improve the achievement of

minority groups by creating positive identities for the
ethnic minority. 13
A growing support developed for American schools
where multi-ethnic standards were recognized.

Significant

changes included instruction in the diversity of cultural
regions of the world, a change in the attitude toward

14
ethnic groups, and a change in the self-image of minorities.'
Textbook-bias and Stereotypes

Despite these changes for the better in attitudes

toward minorities in general, Asian children in the public
schools were subjected to both books and teaching that were

basically prejudiced.

Neither authors nor teachers under-

stood nor appreciated the cultural heritage or values of the
Asian communities.

In most ethnic studies programs in the

public schools, the emphasis was on the achievements of

1 3

14

Tamminga, p. 21.

Seymour Fersh, "Orientals and Orientation," Phi
Delta Kappan, 53(3):317, January, 1972.
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isolated minority heroes.

Unless ethnic studies programs

attained more significant goals, and implemented new
teaching strategies, students would get just as sick and

tired of ethnic history as they had become with white
racist schoolbook history. 15 The problems of Asian immigrants were simply not a subject for commercial children’s
books, at least in the eyes of the publishers.

Further,

there was little recognition given to any of the Asians who
have contributed to American society.
Both television and movie have done much to propa-

gate stereotypes of Asian Americans.

Their image was not

that of real life, but rather a projection of the white
society’s stereotype.

The Asian images portrayed left a

strong and lasting impression on young people,

whose

attitudes toward other nations and people tended to
stabilize by the eighth grade.

In today’s schools, there are certain improvements
such as bilingual education, little overt discrimination,

James A. Banks, ’’Ethnic Studies in the Social
Context” (a position paper prepared for the Education Policy
and Information Center, National Urban League, Inc., New
York, N.Y., October, 1972), ERIC Document ED 161 967, p. 7.

■^Maxine Chan and Denise Lowie, ’’Asian Stereotypes, tT
Report to the Governor on Discrimination Against Asians
(Olympia, Wash.: Washington State Commission on AsianAmerican Affairs, June 30, 1973), pp. 29-31.
l^Lita L. Schwartz, ’’Asian Americans: Now” (paper
presented at World Educators Conference on Multicultural
Education, Honolulu, Hawaii, July, 1976), ERIC Document
ED 130 985, p. 9.
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and an increasing recognition of cultural differences in
But the negative side still includes a continued

general .

bias in texts and curriculum, continued ethnocentrism,
and evaluation by Western standards. 18 Heroes and
historical events portray the superiority of the white man
and his culture.

The Asian children’s self-esteem declines when
there are no Asian role models, or any positive mention
19 Texts seem unanimous in
of Asians for that matter.

stressing the theme that America is a ’’melting pot” of
diverse peoples involving Asians and other non-white
The miserable coverage given them implies
20
that their involvement is tangential and secondary.

minorities.

This is true as far as American history is concerned, but

it leads to a deeper implication that Asians in general
are tangential and secondary, as compared to whites.
Textbooks, curriculum materials, and mass media
continue to ignore the Asian American experience or to

depict Asians in a racist and derogatory manner.

These

factors certainly are inflicting serious and lasting
psychological damage to the Asian self-image and Asian

1 8 TIbid
k• j
., p. 8.
20

19

Connie Yu, p. 48.

Albert H. Yee, ’’Myopic Perceptions and Textbooks:
Chinese Americans Search for Identity, ” Journal of Social
Issues, 29(2):1O9, 1973.

I
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ir
- . 21
self-respect

Therefore, the first remedial objective

in education should not dispense quantities of knowledge
about Asians, but also dispell stereotype images and
22
implications with relevant sociological studies.

Impact of New Culture on
Family Cohesiveness

The immigrant process has produced a disruption of
the family life style.

It involved a disintegration of a

person’s role relationships, a loss of social identity, and
23
major shifts in the value system and behavior patterns.

Korean wives emigrated from a country where few of

the married women were employed.

When wives became

employed in America, their husbands performed a great many
24 This situation called for a
of the household tasks.
reallocation of domestic roles among the family members.
This resulted in a great deal of change in the traditional
25
Oriental family ideology.
21

L. Ling-chi Wang, "Civil Rights Issues of Asian and
Pacific Americans: Myths and Realities" (a consultation
sponsored by the United States Commission on Civil Rights,
Washington, D.C., May 8-9, 1979).
22 xee , p. 111.

23 Bok-lim C. Kim, "An Appraisal of Korean Immigrant
Service Needs," Social Casework, 57(3):14O, March, 1976.
2^Kwang Chung Kim, Hei Chu Kim, and Won Moo Hurh,
"Division of Household Tasks in Korean Immigrant Families
in the United States," International Journal of Sociology
of the Family, 9(2):172~ July-December, 1979.

2^ibid., p. 162.
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Korean families in America had limited social
interactions and most of the time was spent with family
Children were too close to adults because of a

members.

house structure which was not as delimiting as it was in
26 Although
Korea, and a lack of friends with whom to play.

Korean immigrant high school students stated that they had

many American friends, there was very little evidence to
27 Most Korean children suffered
support their contentions.

from a lack of opportunities for social interaction with
other children.

Traditionally, the father was the strict disciplinarian and was the respected and unquestioned head of the

. ... . 28
family

In the American-Korean home, however, father and

son were friends and pals who went fishing, played ball,
29
and attended football games together.

7

°Don Chang Lee, ’’Korean Family Organization in the
United States: Role and Value Conflicts in a Foreign
Culture” (paper presented at the 73rd annual meeting of the
American Anthropological Association, Mexico City, November,
1974) , pp. 4-7.
2 7 William Henry Hubler, Koreans in Emlyn: A Community
in Transition, Philip Jaisohn Memorial Papers, No. 3 (Elkins
Park, Pa.: The Philip Jaisohn Memorial Foundation, Inc.,
1978) , p. 54.
28
Harold S. Chu, The Korean Learner in an American,
School, Arlington Public Schools, ERIC Document ED 189 203,
June, 1978, p. 3.
29
Asian Pacific Perspectives: Korean Americans,
Publications Unit, Los Angeles Unified School District,
ERIC Document ED 168 333, 1976, p. 9.
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The domestic role changed among the immigrant family

members.

The new patterns of interaction between the father

and children, and other factors such as broken English and
American peer influences, were all factors which made it

difficult to ipaintain the traditional father image and
other traits of the old culture that the parents .wished
their child to retain.

Although Korean parents and grandparents encouraged
their children to become

n Americanized,

f!

most adult Korean

immigrants had developed a cautious attitude toward

acculturation.

Some were afraid of moving too fast and

preferred to retain old customs and mores to keep the
tradition and identity of their group intact.

The children,

on the other hand, wished to adopt new ways which were in

harmony with their new environment.
Some studies of immigrants from other ethnic origins
suggested that parents and children would become estranged

as the education of children in school affected home train30 Children were being exposed to the American way of
mg.
living and were questioning the one-way communication of

parent to child.

31

For example, girls were not allowed to

date according to Korean tradition and a father would try
extra hard to stop his daughter from dating an American

^Hubler, pp. 52-58.

^Asian Pacific , p. 9.
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Food and clothes preferences were also sources of
. -32
conflict
.

boy.

However, a shared perception of the unfriendly
environment often made the bicultural family mutually

supportive.

The findings of Yu’s interviews indicated

that, although the parents were the primary agents for
socialization, bicultural children played a reciprocal role

as agents of acculturation for the parent, especially in
cases where the parental command of English was uncertain.
34
This was particularly true if the child was not young.

33

American values and ways were transmitted to parents by

children.

Korean children, in general, became Americanized

faster than their parents.
be mutually supportive:

The parents and children could

parents as the socialization agent

and children as the acculturation agent, or they could

become estranged with improper socialization of the child,

which might also lead to his or her maladjustment.
In other instances, bicultural children from homes
of relatively high acculturation tended to have lower

32

Don Chang Lee, ’’Korean Family Organization,” pp. 8-10.

Q o

Chae-Kun Yu, ’’Personality Adjustment of Korean
Children in the United States,” The Korean Diaspora, ed.
Hyung-chan Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, Inc.,
1977), p. 187.
^Chae-Kun Yu, ’’The Correlates of Cultural Assimi
lation of Korean Immigrants in the United States,” The
Korean Diaspora, ed. Hyung-chan Kim (Santa Barbara, Calif.:
ABC-Clio, Inc., 1977), p. 172.
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personality adjustment than bicultural children from homes

of low acculturation.

There was an inverse relationship

between the degree to which immigrant parents became

acculturated and bicultural children became adjusted in
.
personality
. 35 Yu reasoned that:
. . . in a highly acculturated immigrant home, although
the culture of the family is very similar to that of
the host socity, the family culture is very unlike the
pre-existing culture, thus leaving the family in a
state of quandary. The family in effect, inhibited
their former culture, but they are not fully assimi
lated into the host society. Their mere acquiring of
certain cultural elements does not necessarily consti
tute final acculturation. . . .
The transmission of American culture by the child
to his immigrant parents may well endow him with
considerable feelings of responsibility and inde
pendence which are absent when the parents become
acculturated on their own.36
This phenomenon appeared to be a result of the fact
that the highly acculturated immigrants tended to inhibit

their pre-existing culture, while they were not yet assimilated into the host society.

Therefore, if parents were

supportive and understanding rather than rejective regarding
their former culture, the child might reach better person-

ality adjustment than bicultural children from an anti37
fatherland home.

35

uhae-Kun Yu, ’’Personality Adjustment, " p. 188.

36Ibid.

37Ibid., pp. 183-185.
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Discontinuities Between
Home and School

School is often viewed as an extension of the

family in the continuing socialization of the white child;

for the minority child, this process is antithetical.

The

minority family is often treated as an institution that
impedes Americanization, and the school is viewed as an
agency which will rescue the child from the remnants of
his ethnic subculture.

As the cultural pluralism surfaces,

the functional relationship between the school and the

family becomes problematic.

From the viewpoint of the

minority youth, not only have the old values lost their
meaning, the new ones that he learns in school also do not

work.

The minority youth may come in conflict with adults

in his community, adults in his school, or both.38
School is predominantly concerned with elaborate
39 Like the Americans
language codes and achievement ethic.

from the lower socio-economic classes, immigrant children

have a limited language ability as compared to their white
peers, even if English is spoken at home.

Also, limited

38

Lucie Cheng Hirata, ’’Youth, Parents, and Teachers in
Chinatown: A Triadic Framework of Minority Socialization,”
Urban Education, 10(3):279-281 , October, 1975.
39J. W. Getzels, " Socialization and Education: A
Note on Discontinuities,’1 Teachers College Record, 76(2):
219-220, December, 1974.

■
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interaction with the children of the host society reduces

the opportunity for effective verbal learning.
Language ability is recognized as a basic factor
in early academic achievement.

When the child’s nature

tongue is deemed unacceptable as a medium for conceptual

thought in school , the possibility for early academic
success becomes more remote.

Insofar as the preschool

experience of the immigrant child has not prepared him for
what is expected of him in school, the school is likely to

be a source of frustration.

This discontinuity leads not only to failure in
school, but also apathy, aggression, a deep-seated
maladjustment, and delinquency.

41

The child is psychologi

cally damaged, divided, and impaired in his learning and

intellectual development when he sees his people, his
42
language, his culture and himself as undesirable.
There are value conflicts between the school and

the immigrant’s home.

Hirata’s research findings revealed

that while the majority of the Chinese parents and to a
lesser degree, their children, believed that education was
necessary "to get ahead," they also believed that American

40„
7 Q
Hovey, pp. 7-9.
42

^Getzels, p. 221.

Henry Torres-Trueba, "Chicano Bilingual/Bicultural
Education," The Anthropological Study of Education, ed.
Craig J. Calhoun and Francis A. J. lanni(Chicago: Aldine
Publ. Co., 1976), p. 300.
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schools did not have the quality to meet that need.

While

these parents viewed education as a means of developing the
basic cognitive skills needed to obtain a good job, the
school teachers, with respect to the minority child, viewed
t
•
. 43
it primarily as a means ofr acculturating

Similarly, value conflicts between school and home
arise when Korean immigrant parents expect schools to teach

basic skills so that their children can get a good education and a good job, while the schools are primarily
concerned with developing right values and attitudes—

Americanization—in spite of the ideal of cultural
pluralism in schools.

Korean immigrant children encounter a school culture
where success depends largely on individual verbal skills
44 For the white
and conformity to American cultural values.

child, school is more continuous in language, values, and
norms with respect to his experiences in the family than

for the Korean immigrant child.
Discrimination

In addition to the language and value discontinuities
in the school and home, Korean students suffered from

43„.
_ , pp. 285-295.
Hirata

^Hyung-chan Kim, ’’Education of the Korean Immigrant
Child,” Integrated Education, 15(1):15, 1977.
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discrimination.

They were a visible minority in the

schools, and they felt that they were inferior in their
appearances and popularity.

Chang’s research found that

Korean children had a lower mean score in self-evaluations
of physical appearance, attitudes, and popularity than
black children. 45

The Korean students in the elementary schools

appeared to enjoy school more than the junior or senior
high school students and they appeared more comfortable
46
with the American student and teachers.
This was
primarily due to the lack of a sense of discrimination.
Chang found that as the children moved from grade to grade,

they had come to feel less able
47 It
academically and less worthwhile as human beings.

the mean scores declined:

appears that as they grew, they became more conscious of

their appearance and discrimination toward them.

A

graduate student recalls his high school experiences in the

American public school:

During my high school days, they emphasized everything
about Europe, but nothing about Asia or the history of
the Asians in this country. . . .
When you are not an European, you are nobody,
It
was humiliating to bring your Asian parents to the
school. They didn’t speak English fluently, and it was

45

Teresa S. Chang, ’’The Self-Concept of Children in
Ethnic Groups: Black American and Korean American,”
Elementary School Journal, 76(1):55, October, 1975.

^Hubler, p.
p. 55.
55.

^^Chang, p. 56.
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somehow strange. They were not Europeans, and there
fore, they were nobody. I felt this pressure from my
peers and even from my teachers.48

The Korean students grew more conscious of racial discrimi-

nation, whether overt or covert, as they got older.

These

students were willing to accept American ways of living but

they were rejected by their peers.

American high school

students have not been highly receptive to Koreans.

Hubler

observed that there was much socializing at Glendon High
School , but he never saw a Korean student with an American
student in a capacity of friendship: what the Americans
,,49
refer to as ’’going around together.

The fact that the individual’s sincere efforts

toward Americanization may not have been appreciated or
rewarded by members of the host society complicated the
ambivalence of the individual.

When assimilation efforts

were blocked, the child withdrew his effort of assimilation.
If he spoke Korean and felt comfortable with the Korean

community, he developed a Korean identity.

If not, he

remained a marginal person.

Chong-Sik Lee, ed., Asian Immigrant Children in
School:
Reflections of Teachers and Administrators, Philip
Jaisohn Memorial Papers, No. 5 (Elkins Park, Pa.: Philip
Jaisohn Memorial Center, 1979), pp. 71-72.
49
^Hubler, p. 54.
50Taki Sugiyama Lebra, ’’Acculturation Dilemma: The
Function of Japanese Moral Values for Americanization,”
CAE Newsletter, 3(1):7, February, 1972.
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Functions of Korean Traditional Values

In spite of the difficulties in the family and
school, Korean students achieved academic success.

In the

Glendon schools, both teachers and administrators, elemen
tary through high school, acknowledged their high academic
performance .

Many of the Korean graduates from the high

school were admitted to highly selective colleges.

The child’s academic success may be attributed to

Korean traditional values.

First, Koreans placed a high

value on education for their children.

Kalton wrote:

Education must be numbered among the highest Korean
values . . . the prestige of learning is founded upon
more than the desire for success . . . learning stood
for moral excellence . . . Nowadays the curricula of
colleges and universities are modeled on those of
Western schools and are largely devoid of any explicit
moral content. This lack, however, has not completely
altered the traditional conviction that the learned are
somehow morally superior. No occupation is more pres
tigious than that of college professor. . . .52

Many immigrants said that one of their primary reasons for
immigration was to secure a better education for their
children.

The Korean immigrants’ emphasis on education,

whether the motive is ethical or pragmatic, was an important
influence on the children’s academic success.

Second, the

traditional values of family solidarity and respect for

51 Hubler, p. 60.
52
Michael C. Kalton, Korean Ideas and Values, Philip
Jaisohn Memorial Paper, No.~7 (Elkins Park, Pa. : Philip
Jaisohn Memorial Foundation, Inc., 1979), pp. 15-16.
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elders appeared to have contributed to the academic success

of the child.

Kurokawa’s findings on Oriental children

indicated that:
Children reared in a closely knit and hierarchically
ordered social system do not frequently engage in
anti-social activities, nor do they show free-floating
anxiety. They appear to be well protected and super
vised by parents and to be passively submerging
themselves in the demands of the social collectivity.
Most Korean immigrant families appeared to be closely knit.

It was probably a combination of both custom and shared
cultural stress that resulted in overwhelming family
54 Chang stated that perhaps parents of Koreansolidarity.

Americans had warmer relationships with their children than
55
parents of black children.
Oriental children took steps in revising their norms
to adapt to the situation.

For the sake of efficiency,

they adopted certain material aspects of the American
56
culture, while adhering to the traditional values.

Attitude surveys of adults, adolescents, and elementary
students indicated that an overwhelming majority applied a
T»

mostly Korean manner 1! in their behavior toward older persons

and toward each other in the family.

53 Minako Kurokawa, ’’Beyond Community Integration and
Stability: A Comparative Study of Oriental and Mennonite
Children,” Journa1 of Social Issues, 25(1):211 , 1969.
^Hubler, p. 29.

55Chang, p. 55.

^Kurokawa, p. 211.

5?Hubler, p. 27.
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Similarly, Schwartz asserted the importance of
traditional value:
. . . the high scholastic achievement of JapaneseAmericans is due chiefly to values that are traditional
in the Japanese culture, and that these are not the
same as those leading to the achievement of middle
class Anglo. Most important are the orientations
relating to ’’collective” rather than "individual”
action and to generation-based linear authority. . . .
The acculturation that has taken place thus far
does not adequately account for achievement.58
Traditionally, Korean children have a high respect for
teachers.

Teachers were considered parents, outside the

home, and should not be contradicted.

Also, Korean children

had been deeply oriented with respect to their duty as
family members, to a hierarchical order of the world, to a

respect for authority, and to a rational means for attaining

The children tried hard to conform to the teacher’s

goals.

expectations and achievement ethics of the school, which
were in turn strongly reinforced by the home.

In school, conformity was rewarded by good grades,

and with good grades came approval from teachers, peers,
parents and the entire ethnic community.
hard to conform to the school culture.

high academic success.
their self-concept.

Students tried
Thus, they attained

The high academic success reinforced

The Korean-American children had a

higher self-concept mean score than the black children on

58

Audrey James Schwartz, "The Culturally Advantaged:
A Study of Japanese-American Pupils,” Sociology and Social
Research, 55(3): 341-343, April, 1971.
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three measures:

behavior, intellectual and school status,
and happiness and satisfaction. 59
The high academic achievements of the Korean

children in the public schools were attributable to two

facts:

Korean immigrants were well educated and had high

regard for the instrumental value of education for them-

selves and for their children.

Traditional values of the

respect for authority, family solidarity, and the devotion
of the parents in providing the child with a good educa

tional and family environment contributed to the academic

success of their children.

Summary
The school was historically a sorting machine.
did not lead, but followed society.

It

In spite of cultural

pluralism, the hostility towards Orientals, including
Koreans, covertly remained in various forms.
The impact of new culture altered the traditional

role relationship among family members, caused value con

flicts between parents and children, and resulted in the
improper socialization of children.

The school was not an

extension of home for the immigrant children.

In the school

with achievement ethics, the immigrant child could hardly

expect a rewarding smile from teachers unless he was

59Chang, p. 55.
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extremely superior to the white children.

Although the

children were highly acculturated, they were not fully
accepted by their peers.

that of ’’race . ”

There was an immutable barrier,

To offset the negative self-concept of the

children, therefore, ethnic pride was necessary.

Certain

elements of Korean traditional values contributed to the
academic success of the children.

reinforced the self-concept.

Academic success

Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF THE KOREAN ETHNIC SCHOOLS
This chapter presents an overview of the Korean

schools in America and describes four selected schools in

the Eastern United States.

For a comparative analysis of

the four Korean schools, the cases are presented by

subjects of school goals, history, finance, personnel,
and other areas in this chapter.
Overview

The purpose of the overview is to present a brief
sketch of all Korean ethnic schools in the United States
and to supplement the case study part of this investigation.

The overview focuses on the comparison between the church
schools and independent schools.

Sampling Scheme
There were 127 schools registered with the Korean

Embassy as of October 1980.

The survey questionnaire was

sent to all of the 127 Korean schools.

There were 31

usable responses after three requests.

The response rate

of 24 percent was clearly not good.

However, it was

decided to analyze the data because there appeared to be
no reason for potential bias due to missing responses.
The sample was assumed to represent truly the population.

66

Analysis

Summary statistics.

In Chapter 1, the Korean

schools were divided into two categories:
school and independent school.

the church

From the data collected,

it was found that the church schools accounted for 68.8
percent of total schools, while 32.2 percent of them were

independent schools.

The schools in the sample had an

average of 54 students and six teachers.
class hours per week was 2.6 clock hours.

An average of
The mean score

Table 1 shows summary

of the school age was 3.8 years.

statistics of the survey.
Statistical inferences.

Based on the sample, 48.4

percent of the schools were open on Saturdays and 51.6
percent of them were open on Sundays.

More church schools

(61.9 percent) were open on Sundays, while more independent schools (70 percent) were open on Saturdays.

In the

church schools, children learned the Korean language and

other subjects during the worship hours of the parents.
The larger numbers (52.4 percent) of the church schools did

not collect tuition, while half (50 percent) of the inde
pendent schools collected tuition.

School Types vs. Class Subjects:
the Korean Language.

All schools taught

Some schools taught additional

subjects such as music, art, dance, Korean morals, etc.
Some difficulties arose in statistical analysis because

n
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some schools counted each as a separate subject while
others assigned a broader course title combining them.

Accordingly, the schools were divided into two categories:

one, teaching Korean language only and the other, teaching
more than one subject.

Multiple subjects were offered by 52.4 percent of
the church schools and a single subject (Korean language

only) was offered by 47.6 percent of the church schools.
An absolute majority (90 percent) of the independent
schools taught multiple subjects while the remainder

(10 percent) of the independent schools taught the Korean

language only.
In determining the significance of the relationship
2
between the school types and class subjects based on "X

(Chi-square) statistics, it was found that the significance

level was less than 5 percent as shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Chi-Square Test for Significance Between
School Types and Class Subjects
School Type
Subject

Church
School

Independent
School

Single

10

1

Multiple

11

9

= 4.04 p, less than 5%
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Therefore, it can be said, with a fair degree of confi
dence, that there was a relationship between class
subjects and types of school:

independent schools taught

more subjects than the church schools.

It was found that

School Types vs. School Ages:
most schools had a very brief history.

They were cate

gorized as follows:
one year or less

Beginning Stage:
Developing Stage:
Settled Stage:

two-four years

more than five years

Table 3 shows that most of the church schools were
in a developing stage, while the independent schools were

either in a beginning or settled stage.

Out of four

independent schools two were initially established by the

churches .
Table 3

Chi-Square Test for Significance Between
School Types and School Ages

School Ages

School
Beginning
(Less than

Type

Developin,
(2-4 yrs.

1 yr.)

Settled
(More than
5 yrs.)

Church

2

16

3

Independent

3

2

4

I2

7.657 p, less than 5%

I

1
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Summary of analysis.

Most of the inferences

from the analysis could not exceed the stage of a pilot
study, and generalization about the findings must be

limited.
From the mailing addresses, it was found that at

least 65 percent of the schools were located in large
urban centers such as Los Angeles, New York, Washington,
D.C., and Chicago.

About two-thirds of the schools were

church schools and one-third were independent schools.

The

majority of the church schools were two to four years

old, while the majority of the independent schools were
either more than five years old or less than two years

old.

About half of the independent schools emerged from

churches.
About half of the schools opened on Saturday.

More

church schools opened on Sundays, while more independent

schools opened on Saturdays.
Korean language.

subjects .

All schools taught the

More independent schools taught multiple

The church schools had a higher student-teacher

ratio than the independent schools.

More church schools

did not collect tuition, while more independent schools

collected tuition.
Description of Four Selected Schools

Four schools located in New York City and
Washington, D.C., are described and analyzed in this

1

■t
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section.

For a number of reasons,^ fictitious or lettered

names have been given to all names of schools. inter

viewees, and the names of boroughs or specific locations
throughout this section.

Goals and Objectives of
the Selected Schools
Various ethnic groups in America influenced and

instituted ethnic education programs in public schools or
created their own ethnic education programs within their

According to Paulston, there have been four
2
These types are
types of ethnic education programs.

own control.

The schools selected were reluctant to disclose
any information which might affect them negatively. The
key concern appeared to be the possibility of losing
students to the other schools in the area. The schools
requested that they be permitted to review any statements
included in this section concerning their school and
revealing their identity. Obviously, this request for a
review could not be granted because it would sacrifice the
objectivity of this study. However, in order to honor the
request for anonymity, lettered or fictitious names were
used throughout this section. All subsequent footnotes
that refer to particular schools and administrators are
provided as evidence of the authenticity and objectivity
of this study, but are not intended as specific references.
The names of interviewees were also withheld in the interest
of confidentiality. The interviews with principals, teach
ers, parents, and community leaders were conducted between
December 19 and December 22, and between December 30 and
December 31, 1980, for the schools in New York, and between
December 27 and December 29, 1980, and between October 26
and October 27, 1980, for the schools in Washington, D.C.
2
Rolland G. Paulston, ’’Separate Education as an
Ethnic Survival Strategy: The FINLANDSSVENSKA Case,”
Anthropology and Education Quarterly, 8(3):181-186,
1977.
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based upon the degree of normative and structural change

sought and the degree of ethnic control.
’’Alternative Programs” are controlled by mainstream

society.

The minority group seeks greater ethnic con-

sciousness, solidarity, and, at times, the modification of
a supposedly oppressive relationship with the dominant

society.

Examples are Black, Chicano, American Indian,

etc.

’’Transformative Programs” reject the existing
cultural hegemony and place high priority on individual
change and social reconstruction, and are found in the non
formal educational sector.

Examples are the Black Panthers,

the American Indian Movement, etc.
’’Supplemental Programs” are offered in the public

educational setting dominated by mainstream society for

acculturation and assimilation ends.

Examples are bi

lingual programs in formal schools.
’’Defensive Programs” are high in ethnic control
yet seek low to moderate change.

Examples are Amish,

Hebrew and German schools.
According to the Paulston’s typology, Korean ethnic
schools may belong to the category of supplemental and

defensive programs.

All of the goal statements reviewed

had elements of Korean ethnicity and nationality sentiments.
The goals sought to reinforce ethnic consciousness, main

tain ethnic boundaries and solidarity, and resist total

r
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assimilation into mainstream society by maintaining

valued traditional cultures and mores.
were in the control of Koreans.

The Korean schools

In this regard, the

Korean ethnic schools were a defensive program.

On the other hand, the goal statements did not

totally reject acculturation and assimilation, which
according to Paulston have been the ends of the supple

mental programs such as bilingual and ethnic heritage
programs in the public schools.

The Korean community

leaders realized their weak political and economic power
as a minority among the minorities, and were not in a

position to control supplemental programs such as

bilingual and ethnic heritage programs in the public

schools, which aim for assimilation and at the same time
foster ethnic pride.

Therefore, Koreans wished in

addition to the supplemental program, to have their own

separate program in defense of their ethnic identity and
solidarity —a defensive program similar to Amish, German,

Polish, Japanese, and Jewish programs.

Therefore, the

Korean ethnic school program may be called a supplementaldefensive program.
Within this philosophy of the supplemental-

defensive program an administrative typology was derived

from the education administration perspective, focusing on
input (needs), process (methods), and output (outcome),
which were expressed in the goal statements.

In the rest
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of this section, the individual school goals are reviewed
and a typology of the school goals is presented.

School A.

The goals and objectives of School A

were as follows:

The purpose of founding the school is to have a
separate learning institution in order to teach our
unique language and ethnic culture, a high priority
demand by the immigrant children in Manhan [a
fictitious name], New York. A separate system of
education is necessary for the guidance of the
Korean second generation. The school is established
to have our second generation in America understand
our unique tradition and culture through learning the
Korean language, and to help them grow with their
own ethnic pride as Koreans in the process of adjust
ment to a foreign societal environment.
The goal statement recognized the need for an
institution separate from the public schools.

The founders

wanted a different structure, independent from the Anglo-

Saxon, with its own goals, its own rules, its own resources
and management.

They wanted a structure in which the

control remained in the hands of Koreans.

There was a

need for ethnic education for proper guidance of the
Korean second generation.

Proper guidance included

instilling Korean values within the child.

Implied in the

statement was the idea that the Korean traditional values

have to be nurtured to counteract undesirable influences
or ’’unKorean elements” from peers and the host community,
a foreign environment.

3

The founders identified the

Taken from a three fold brochure of School A for
student recruitment, date of which was not known.
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students as Koreans , not as Korean-Amer leans .

The Korean

language was emphasized in ethnic education as a symbol
of culture.

The founders recognized the need for Korean

ethnic pride.

Ethnic pride was necessary because it

allowed the child to surmount discrimination and prejudice.

It allowed a child to face peers as an equal with the
conviction that no accident of birth made him or her

inferior.
In the goal statement, the parents1 view of their

child ’s needs was expressed.

American-born Korean child

ren might not feel the host society was a ’’foreign

environment.”

They might identify themselves not as

Koreans , but as Korean-Americans.

In this regard, the

goal statement was parent-centered, ideal-ethnocentric,
and language oriented.

School B.

The goals and objectives of School B

were as follows:

The purpose of school board is to assist our
children to grow as Koreans with a Korean mental
constitution. In the process of the implementation
and attainment of the school goals, we, the school
officials, do our best to help our children grow as
productive Koreans in America through our positive
thinking and effective action. . . .
In sum, the goals of the school are to help
children settle in America, through bilingual and
bicultural education with Korean as a second language,
to help the child understand his and his parents’
environment, to understand racial and cultural differ
ences, and to protect his rights in America. . . .
The objectives of the instructions are to enhance
a frame of mind characterizing a Korean within the
larger society through unbiased understanding of

I
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Korean traditional culture and instillation of
Korean identity and to strengthen moral education
through teaching a proper value system and its
practices, fostering ethnic pride with the knowledge
of Korea as a highly industrialized nation, and
teaching Korean traditional values of diligence and
cooperation with other races in America.^
The statements recognized the needs of mutual

understanding between the parent and child in the immigrant home.

Implied in the statements was a culture and

generation gap between the parent and child in the midst
of a hostile racist environment.

The value clash between

parents and children was commonplace in the immigrant home
due to the impact of the new culture.

Therefore, a per-

ception of the hostile environment as well as the child’s
understanding of the traditional parents’ culture and the
parents’ present environment could enable the family to be

mutually supportive.
The goals and objectives of the school were
intended to meet two types of needs:

(1) proper sociali-

zation in the family, and (2) adjustment in American

society, both of which required a sound personality
adjustment of the child.

A sound personality adjustment

of the child was the most salient concern of the school.
In order to minimize the negative self-concept of the

child in a discriminatory environment, ethnic pride had to

4
Article 2 of the School Constitution of School B,
School Manual, p. 1 , and the letter to the Board members
from the Chairman of the Board, dated May 1 , 1 980.
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be injected in the minds of the young by teaching Korean

culture and Korean letters (Hangul), the image of Korea
as an industrialized nation, and by taking into account

the cultural differences of other races.

Ethnic pride was considered necessary for a posi
tive self-concept, for attaining harmony with other races,
and for becoming a productive citizen in America.

Naturally, without ethnic pride among the second genera

tion, preservation of Korean culture and traditional
values would have been a token sentiment.

School C.

The goals and objectives of School C

were as follows:

The school goal is to teach Korean language,
history, and culture to the immigrant children in
America as a part of the community service program of
the Church. The goal is not just to teach a cognitive
knowledge of language and history, but also instill
a frame of mind characterizing Korean culture through
teaching and subject matter. The Korean language is
most important. The language skill should precede the
learning of other subjects.^
Learning the Korean language takes time, while

learning Korean culture and history through bilingual
instruction takes less time.

It is ideal to learn Korean

history and culture through the Korean language.

However,

what was urgently needed for the child was something that
he could be proud of, not boring language lessons

Article 2 of the School Constitution of School C
1 , p. 7. The
and The Angels (fictitious name), Vol. 2, No. 1,
Ange1s , an official bulletin of the school .

T
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(although uttering a few Korean phrases might have
appeased his parents).

In this regard, the school goals

were parent-centered, ideal-ethnocentric, and language
oriented, all of which were similar to the goals of
School A.
School D.

The goals and objectives of the school

were as follows:
The goal of the school is to help children grow with
a Korean pride and to promote a good personal develop
ment of the children so that they become productive
citizens in American society. The main objectives of
the school is to instill ethnic pride among the
second generation, which is considered one of the
serious needs in the Korean community in this area. 6
This goal statement identified the second

generation as American citizens, unlike other schools
which identified them as Koreans.

The school recognized

the problems of identity crisis of the second generation

and the need for self-confidence and ethnic pride.

In

this regard the goal statement was child-centered and
pragmatic.

The goal statements of the four schools had

three components:
1.

What kind of needs were to be served?

2.

What outcomes were expected?

3.

What kind of process was required to meet the

needs and to generate the expected outcomes?

^Article 2 of the School Constitution of School I).

T
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In reviewing the school goals in terms of the
three components above:

needsj processes, and outcomes,

the following typology was conceptualized:

Type I goals.

Type I goals were child-centered,

pragmatic, and culture oriented.
1.

Child-centered.

The needs were expressed

from the child’s standpoint with an understanding of the
problems the child faced in coping with his environment.
Examples of the child’s needs were self-confidence, a

positive self-concept, and ethnic identity.
2.

Pragmatic.

The expected outcomes were

expressed with practical benefits immediately accruable
to the individuals.

Examples were mutual understanding

between parents and child, personality adjustment, and

becoming a productive American citizen.

3.

Culture oriented.

Schools with child-centered

and pragmatic goals emphasized bicultural and bilingual

education.

This emphasis was reflected in the class

schedule of School B with almost equal frequency of

language and culture classes.
Type II goals.

Type II goals were parent-centered,

ideal-ethnocentric, and language oriented.
1.

Parent-centered.

The needs were expressed

from the parents’ standpoint, indicating what parents saw

the child’s needs were.

Examples were communication with

T
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parents in the Korean language, and the traditional value
system.
2.

The expected outcomes

Ideal-ethnocentric.

were expressed with parent-centered sentiments.

Examples

were preservation of traditional culture, preservation of

ethnic heritage, preservation of a frame mind characterizing the Korean (’’grow as a Korean not as an American”).

3.

Language oriented.

Schools with parent-

centered, ideal-ethnocentric goals tended to emphasize the
Korean language.

For example, School A’s goal statement

read, ’’The school is established to have our second
generation in America understand our unique tradition

and culture through learning the Korean language. .

ft

This emphasis was reflected in the class schedule with

heavy emphasis in the language classes of School A.
Although the school goals were classified into the

two types, these goals should be seen as existing on a
continuum of Type I and Type II.

For example, School D’s

goal statements were classifiable as Type I because they
were child-centered and pragmatic, but it was neither

language-oriented nor culture-oriented in the statement

itself.

But, in the class schedule, the Korean language

was overwhelmingly emphasized.

Interview results concerning the school goals with
principals, teachers, board members, and parents were

mixed.

The majority of the parents were parent-centered
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and ideal-ethnocentric 5 the school official’s response

was child-centered and pragmatic.
History

The Korean schools either emerged out of the

Korean churches as a part of their community service

programs, or were established by the community leaders.

All of the four schools had a history of less than eleven
years.

No discernable differences between older and more

recently established schools were found in this study.
School A.

The Manhan Korean Church instituted a

Korean language program with 56 students in 1972 as a

community service program of the church.

By the end of

1974, only 16 students remained in the program.

As the

number of Korean churches increased in the borough, the
Manhan Korean Church lost many members of its congregation
and students as well.

The church and community leaders

felt the need for an independent school on the following
grounds:

1.

The church operation of the school made it

difficult to raise an interest in ethnic education in the

Manhan area.

2.

The church operation of the school limited the

opportunity of having community-wide board members.
3.

The church control of the school restricted the

creativeness and development of the school operators.

T
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4.

The church operation may not have motivated

the school operator to make the school financially

independent from the church.
5.

The church could not have expected cooperation

from other denominations.
6.

The independent school located outside the

church could have opened doors to all students in the

•- .7
community

The key variable for the creation of the independent school was that the church wanted to concentrate
on worship without losing its congregation to other

churches .

If all churches nearby dropped the Korean

language program, they could have concentrated on matters

of worship; thus the size of the congregation was not

affected by the Korean language program.

The independent school was born in May 1976 with a
subsidy and borrowings from the Manhan church.

The size of

the student body reached 100 in the fall semester of 1976.
The school serves a five-mile radius for all classes of

Koreans in the area.

School B.

The school was founded by the community

leaders in May, 1977, by consolidating existing language
classes in the churches located on Sunney Island.

^Taken from the School Foundation Resolution of
School A, dated April 9, 1976.
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There were approximately 400 Korean families in the area.
Most of the parents, according to the principal, were in

the medical and paramedical professions.
School C.

The Korean school program was launched

in September, 1977 , by the Korean Baptist Church as a

part of their community service program.

Two years

later, the school was incorporated and became legally
independent from the church.

affiliated to the church.

But the school was still

Although the school board

existed, the board of stewards still partook with the
board in the discussion of school matters.

grew steadily since its foundation.

The school

In September, 1980,

the number of students doubled to reach 170 from 84 of
the previous semester.

A new management’s marketing idea

resulted in the large increase of the students.

They

sent out application forms together with the school

magazine The Angels, which contained articles and student

works, to all families in the Korean community.

The

school served a ten-mile radius which overlapped with

School D.

School D.

The school was founded in June, 1970

by professors, clergymen, and other community leaders.
At the beginning, the school was fully supported by the

Education Attache of the Korean Embassy in Washington.

1
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The supervisor of Education Attache became the first
principal of the school.

The school was initially located,

rent-free, at Victoria College, Washington, D.C.

As the financial support from the Embassy withered
away in 1974, the school began fundraising activities and

assessing tuition from students.

In 1976, the school was

relocated in Rockledge, Maryland, where the majority of

students live.

Rockledge, Oxford, and Fox Chase are

considered affluent Washington suburbs where many highly

professional Koreans resided.

The school was considered

an elite school and served mostly non-Christian children
within a ten-mile radius.

School Finance

The schools considered financial data to be a
confidential matter and were reluctant to disclose informa-

tion concerning their financial status.

Thus, a complete

description of the financial matters of each individual
school was impossible.

Group presentation by the types

of school was as meaningful as description by individual

school.
Independent schools.

All of the independent

schools under review were primarily based on the self

burden principle; they all collected tuition as a main
source of revenue.

However, the ideal of the schools, as

reflected in the school constitutions, varied:
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Revenues for the operation of the school shall be
derived from 1) tuition, 2) contributions of the
board members, and 3) contributions of the Korean
community leaders.
The school revenue shall be derived from board
membership dues and other donations. The duties
of the board are to support the school finance
necessary for the operations of the school. The
Board represents the school, and assumes legal
responsibility.9

The constitution of School A listed tuition as the

first source of revenue, thus implying the self-burden
principle, which was the reality of school finance for an

independent school that has no sponsoring organization.
However, the constitution of School B, also an independent

school , did not mention tuition.

In the constitution, a

community-burden principle was implied.

The school board,

as a sort of fraternal organization espousing the ethnic

education movement, assumed full responsibility on
financial matters.

The phrase ’’other donations” above

refers to donations from community organizations and other
revenue s from the fundraising activities in the community.

In spite of the different ideal, the self-burden
principle and the community burden principle, both schools

actually collected an almost equal amount of tuition per
student •

The self-burden principle asserted that benefits

o

Article 7, Section 20 of the School Constitution
of School A.
9
Article 4, Section 11 of the School Constitution
of School B.

i
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such as language competency and a positive self-concept

accrued to the individual.

Therefore, the costs associated

with such services had to be borne by the individual

receiving the service.
On the opposite end of the spectrum was the

community burden principle, which recognized that the

benefits derived from ethnic education accrued to the
community by fostering a sense of community which revolved

around the school and by maintaining ethnic identity and
solidarity.

Therefore, the school costs had to be borne

by the community.

The majority of the community leaders interviewed
in New York and Washington indicated that the Korean

schools should be supported by the Korean community.
Realizing the limited financial resources of the Korean

community, however, many community leaders indicated that
the school support should come from federal or state
government because the schools were trying to produce a
productive American citizen.

Few indicated the Korean

government as a logical supporter of the Korean schools in
America.

Regardless of the ideal implied in the school
constitution and the opinions of the Korean community
leaders, the actual practices could be placed on a continuum between the two principles of self-burden and
community burden.

The schools collected tuition from the
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students and obtained donations from the Korean community.

This practice is justifiable for two reasons:

(1) benefits

accrued to both the individual and community and the cost

of school was shared by the individual and the community,
and (2) the financial resources of the Korean community
were meager and unable to support the ethnic schools.

It

should be remembered that by principle, education is a

mixed good where only partial benefits accrue to the
individual attending the school.
Tuition accounted for 49 percent to 67 percent of

the total revenue.

The rest came from the board members1

donations, Korean Embassy supports, and fundraising

activities in the Korean community.

The size of annual

revenue ranged from $12,800 to $21,000 for the student

body size of 55 to 110.

Annual school expense per student

ranged from $188 to $233 for three hours instruction per
week.

Tuition ranging from $120 to $160 per year was

charged for one student and graduated lesser amounts for
each additional student per family.

This amounted to $1.00

to $1.33 per clock hour when translating the weekly three
hours of instruction for the 40-week year.
Tuition burdens were steadily raised to meet ever-

increasing teacher salaries and to make up the gradually
decreasing board member donations.

In one school3 the

board member donations accounted for 41 percent of the

-
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total revenue, or $350 a year per member, which was the
highest ratio of board member donations to the total
revenue among the three independent schools under review

in this section.

Unfortunately, many members did not pay

membership dues every year as required in the school
constitution.

The fundraising activities of this school were

vigorous and effective; its particular location, an island,
created a strong sense of community.

The major fund

raising activity, the Korean Night Ball, accounted for

9 percent of total revenues in 1980.

In general, the fundraising activities of the
schools located in the major metropolitan centers were
limited in that the schools had to compete against other

schools and other Korean organizations, or end up with

tapping the parents1 purses.
By nature, salary expense was an inelastic or lesscontrollable expense in the schools; the schools had to

maintain a certain number of classes either sorted by age
or Korean language ability.

Teacher salaries ranged from a low of $9 per hour
or $108 per month to a high of $12.50 per hour or $150 per

month in all schools.

All schools differentiated salaries

based on the number of years of service in their own school.
Teacher salaries accounted for from 30 percent to
77 percent of the total expenditure.

The ratio of salaries

■
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to total expenditure steadily increased.

The rate of

increase in salaries was higher than that of other
■

expenses in all schools.

In a small school, the ratio of other overhead to
total expenditures was higher than that of a large school,

which reflected the scale of economy in the large schools.
For example, the school had to rent a certain number of

classrooms, boys’ and girls’ rooms, and parents’ waiting

rooms, regardless of the number of pupils in a class.
Rental per classroom was very nominal.

The bulk

of rentals were for janitorial service and heating costs.
In a small school, the rental expense in 1980 amounted to
21.4 percent of total expenditure, while at a large school

it was only 15.5 percent.

Rent was the second largest

expense in all schools in 1980.
Other overheads were costs of instructional
materials, advertisement, supplies, conferences, postage.

etc .

The nature and magnitude of such expenses varied

widely among the schools.

In the independent schools, the school board
approved budgets, which were implemented by the board

treasurer and the school principals.

The operational

results were audited by the board auditor and by independ

ent public accountants.
board.

The results were reported to the

One school reported the results to the parents,

but two schools did not.

T
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Church school.

Most church schools did not charge

tuition, and operated basically with support from the
affiliated churches.

However, the church school described

in this section was unique in that its primary source of

revenue was tuition.

The constitution of this church

school provided that "the school revenue shall be derived
from tuition, donations and church subsidies. n!0 The constitution declared the self-burden principle; tuition was

the first source of revenue and the church subside, the last .

For the Spring semester 1980, the church donation
accounted for 9 percent of the total budget.

As the number

of students increased from 84 to 170 in the Fall semester

1980, the caption ’’Church subsidy” disappeared from their
budgets because the school operation produced a surplus.
Tuition accounted for 74 percent of total revenue

in the first half of 1980.

With the size of 170 students

and the competitive annual tuition of $130 per student,

tuition was almost sufficient for the operation of the
school .

Tuition accounted for 91 percent of the combined

revenue of the two semesters in 1980.
Salaries amounted to 59 percent of total expenditures in the Spring semester in 1980, and 64 percent of

the annual expenditures in 1980.

Other expenses included

^Article 4, Section 1 of the School Constitution of
School C, the church school.

1
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the costs of instructional material, visiting lecturers,
s

school newsletters and supplies.

In this church school, the school board approved
19

the budgets prepared jointly by the principal and the
finance director, and reported to the board of stewards.
With the authorization of the board of stewards, the

auditor of the church audited the operations of the school.
Audit results were reported to the board of stewards and

the parents.
Operations of the school finance including other

school matters were nominally governed by the board of
stewards, since the school was registered as a non-profit

organization, and entity independent from the church in

1979.

The school board was the governing body of the

school finance and other school matters.

In a church

school where there were no school boards, the board of

stewards assumed the functions of the school board.

Personnel
There was little variation in the personnel policies
and practices in the four schools.

This section describes

appointments, qualifications, compensations, and firing of

teachers in the four schools.
Appointments.

The school principal was appointed

by the school board in all schools.

The principal was a

board member in Schools B, C, and D, but not in School A.

r
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There were position descriptions for the school principal
but qualifications were open to the decision of the board
for more flexibility in hiring school principals.

School C, however, set forth in the school manual the

qualifications for principal; a Master’s degree and
church membership were required as the minimum qualifica-

tions for the principal ship.
Teachers were selected by the principal and

appointed by the board in all schools.

Although there

were minor differences in the written provisions of the

school constitution, the principal’s selection decisions
were highly respected and board approval was more or less

a rubber stamp in three schools.

School C, however.

conducted a group interview for selection of teachers.
Of the three top managers (the board chairman, principal,

and vice principal), a group of at least two persons

screened the applicants and interviewed the candidates

although such practices were not stipulated in writing.
School A in 1978 had about 100 applicants for one

open position advertised.

However, according to the

principal, qualified teachers were hard to find.
Teacher qualifications.

All four schools valued

most the objective dimensions, such as (1) teaching

experience, (2) job stability (the potential strength of

stay with their school), and (3) bilingual ability as may
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be evidenced by schooling and/or the length of stay in
The subjective dimensions such as empathy ,

America.

dedication, and a mind characterizing the Korean spirit

were secondary to the objective dimension.

All principals

indicated that such subjective dimensions were difficult
to measure.

In addition, few applicants even met the

objective dimensions.

The desired qualifications for

teachers in the four schools are shown in Table 4.

Table 4
Desired Teacher Characteristics
of Four Schools

School D

School A

School B

School C

Teaching
Experience

Bilingual
Ability

Teaching
Experience

Master’s Degree
in America

Empathy

Empathy

Bicultural
Background

Potential length
of stay

Bilingual
Ability

Dedication

Empathy

Teaching
Experience

In School A, teaching experience was highly valued,
followed by empathy, bilingual ability, and, Minjok jungshin,
(a mental constitution or a national sentiment) .

These

emphases were reflected in the demographic composition of

the teachers of the school.
college graduates.

All teachers were teachers’

Seven out of ten teachers had lived in

America over seven years, indicating bilingual ability.
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School B emphasized bilingual ability followed by
empathy and dedication.

The school principal emphasized

their school goal of bicultural education through bilin-

gual education.

All of the teachers in the school had

lived in America over seven years, indicating bilingual
ability.

General teaching experience, knowledge of American
culture and civilization and empathy, were the teacher
qualifications desired by School 0, the church school.
Although church membership was strongly desired, it was

not mandatory.

The administration members tried to fill

vacancies first with church members and thus their choices

were limited as reflected in the demographic composition
of the teachers in the school.

Only four teachers out of

twelve were teachers’ college graduates.
had been in America less than three years.

Three teachers

The majority

of teachers had lived less than six years in America.
In School D, the emphasis was placed on a Master’s

degree from an American university, potential length of
stay with their school, and teaching experience.

The

principal indicated that the school ignored subjective
dimensions because few met even the objective dimensions.

The requirement of a Master’s degree from an American
university was comparable to the requirement of bilingual
ability in other schools.

The principal weighed heavily

the potential tenure with the school when women teachers
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were hired.

A tenured public school teacher or a woman

whose husband has a similar stable job in the area would
have fit best for this criterion.
teachers’ college graduates.

Only two teachers were

The majority of teachers

had lived in America over seven years.

Teaching techniques, according to all principals,

were difficult to measure, and were not considered in the
teacher selections.

One school principal indicated that

no one would really know what constituted a good teacher
or good teaching techniques in the Korean ethnic school
situation.

the subject.

There are no research materials available on

Also, the schools did not have a long

enough history to define the most desired teacher char
acteristics for the attainment of the ethnic school goals.
Therefore, the school administrators relied on the

length of teaching experience with their own school.

The

School C manual stated that »! the teachers should have a
good understanding of the school’s goals, must possess a

good personality and good moral characteristics, and must

endeavor to improve teaching methods and their outcomes. nil
Teaching techniques and methods were left to the teachers

and were assumed to be self-improved within their schools.

The high ratio of applicants to the teaching

position indicated (1) teaching gave some ego satisfaction

HArticle 6, Section 15, Sub-section 1 of the School
Manual of School C.
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and (2) salaries were not unattractive.

The teachers

interviewed indicated that salaries were secondary and
they would like to do something meaningful for their

children.
Demographic data shown in Table 5 indicate that,
on an average of four schools, 50 percent of the teaching

staffs were graduates of teachers’ colleges in Korea or

America.

They had a desire to teach in the Korean schools.
Table 5
Demographic Data for Teachers

School A School B School C School D
Education:
Teachers’ Colleges
Other Colleges

10
0

3
4

4
8

2
8

Age :
Under 30
30-40
Over 40

0
7
3

1

2

3
4
5

1
7
2

Years in America:
Under 3 yrs.
4-6 yrs.
Over 7 yrs.

0
3
7

0
0
7

3
6
3

0
1
9

Sex:
Male
Female

6
4

3
4

8
4

37

10

7

12

10

Total

4

Others were from various colleges.
within the age range of 30-40 years.

the age of 30.

The majority were
Very few were under

Except in one church school, the majority
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A few

of teachers had lived in America over seven years.
had less than three years1 residence in America.

There-

fore, teachers currently employed by the Korean schools

were those who could command adequate English in their
classrooms and who understood American culture.
One interesting trend was that teachers who had

been in America over seven years constituted at least
70 percent of the staff in all independent schools, while
the same figure was 25 percent for the church school.

The

lower percentage figure for the church school can be
explained by the fact that the majority of the Korean
church-goers had been in America less than five years,

as mentioned in Chapter 2.

In the church school, more

teachers were hired from their church members.

Compensation of teachers.

Teacher compensation

ranged from $7.50 to $12.50 per hour or from $22.50 to
$47.50 per week, the wages of the lowest and highest paid
teachers in the four schools.

The largest salary differ-

ence between the lowest and highest paid teachers in the
same school was $2.50 per hour or $7.50 per week.
School C’s manual justified the salary difference,

reasoning that

!1

the long-term employees shall be given

better treatment in order to maintain the stability and

continuity of teaching and to cultivate qualified teachers. 12

12

Article 7, Section 17, Sub-section 2 of the School
Manual of School C.
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School A’s compensation provision set forth the first six

months’ probational period salary, annual increments, and
maximum salaries, which were solely based on teaching

experience with its own school.

All teachers in School A

started with the single probational period salary regard
less of their formal educational preparation or teaching

In School C, a minimum of the BA degree was
13 Although other schools did not
required for teaching.

experience.

have such a minimum provision, it was generally understood
that the minimum was a BA degree, according to the

principals.
schools .

All teachers had a BA degree in the four

In lieu of research data or experience justi-

fying what constituted a good teacher in ethnic education,
all schools highly valued continuity, stability, and
growth of teaching skills within their own schools.
Firing teachers.

Teacher firing was rare.

In

most cases , job termination was by voluntary resignation.

Teachers faced parents every school hour and they sensed
the feeling of rejection, and could not cope with mounting

pressure from the parents.

Many parents stayed in the

school throughout the school hours in the waiting rooms
socializing among themselves.

Thus, the principal became

aware of the complaints about certain teachers.

^Article 2, Section 3 of the School Manual of
School C.
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Teachers were vulnerable to parent pressure in
this regard.

Korean tradition has always regarded the

position of the teacher with reverence.

However, the

tradition has undergone transition, just as have all
other phases of Korean life in America.

Interviews with parents and teachers disclosed
that the most common complaints of the parents centered

around the progress of the child in the Korean language.
Also , teachers were often blamed by the parents for the

child’s refusal or unwillingness to go to school.

Teachers’

complaints usually centered around the lack of cooperation

on the part of parents in assisting the child to complete
the homework assigned.

One teacher indicated that parents

expected too much or expected the miracle of their child’s

learning to speak Korean overnight, yet they did not help
the child in completing his or her homework.

The next week,

when the child came back to school , he had forgotten what

he learned in the previous week and the teachers had to go
over the lessons again.

always with the teachers.

The school principal could side
He listened to both sides, but

he was sandwiched in the conflict situation.

The principal,

as a manager of the school, could not disregard the parents’

complaints because a lesser enrollment affected the
financial situation of the school.

Three schools did not have written provisions for

teacher firing.

School C had two provisions, stating that
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(1) teachers may be fired, upon recommendation of the
principal, by the board, and (2) teachers, when they
wished to resign, should give the school enough time for

replacement.

The principals stated that there were no

teacher firings in their schools.
Outline of Subject Areas

The schools offered such courses as the Korean
language, history and culture, music, dance and Karate,

and arts.

Subject emphasis as expressed in the frequency

of class sessions is tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6

Percentage of Class Sessions by Subjects

Subjects

School A

School B

School C

School D

Korean language

35.8%

38.5%

40.0%

82.1%

History and culture

21.4

28.8

20.0

3.6

Music

21.4

13.5

20.0

14.3

Dance/Karate

21.4

13.5

20.0

5.7

Art

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

■^Article 8, Section 18 of the School Manual of
School C.
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All schools emphasized the Korean language.

The

dance class was for the girls and the Karate class was for

boys .

The length of class periods ranged from 30 minutes

to 50 minutes and the number of sessions ranged from three
to five.

Classes began at 9:00 or 9:30 a.m. and ended at

12:00 or 1:00 p.m.

Students in each class were sorted

primarily on their proficiency in the Korean language in

all schools except School B, where the students were
sorted by age.

School A.

The school placed emphasis on language.

The language class was scheduled for 50 minutes while
other subjects had a 30-minute period.

Frequency of the

language classes was 35.5 percent after conversion into
30-minutes-other-subject-equivalent .

Weekly class

schedules were uniform throughout the semester:

the

first session was for language, the second for culture;
the third and fourth were for music and dance for girls
or karate for boys.

The grade report card carried a

message to the parents which urged them to have the pupil

do homework daily in order to maximize the learning
progress in the Korean language.

However, there was no

mention of other subject matter.
School B.

The school offered three equal instruc-

tional periods of 45 minutes weekly for all subjects.

Class

schedules were variable; the subjects changed week to week.
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The school placed an almost equal emphasis on

language and culture.

Bilingual instructions were given

in all subjects except gym.

Korea

Students born and raised in

were expected to improve their English, while those
Both groups of

born in America had to learn Korean.

students had to understand instructions.
The school board reviewed the proposal of the new

course offerings in light of their official school goals.
For example, frequent requests from the parents for karate

classes were made, but the board refused to offer the

subject on the ground that the martial arts spirit was not
related to the school goals and was better obtainable

through specialized commercial gyms.
School C.

The school offered five weekly instruc-

tional periods of 40 minutes each.

Weekly class schedules

were uniform throughout the semester.

Two sessions for

music and karate or dance were fixed, but three sessions

were open to the homeroom teachers, who taught language or
culture at their discretion.

The percentage of frequency—

40 percent for language and 20 percent for history and
culture—was the estimate based on the interview with the

board chairman and the principal, who asserted that

approximately two-thirds of the free sessions were devoted
to language.
School D.

The school offered four weekly instruc

tional periods of 40 minutes each for all subjects.

Weekly
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class schedules were uniform throughout the semester.
The school offered penmanship with a Chinese brush class
which was included in the language class.

The school ’ s

emphasis on language was greatest among the four schools.
Other Activities of the School

In this section, activities related to community
relations and extracurricular activities are discussed.

School A.

Among the four schools, the PA (parent

association) activities of School A merit a note.

The PA

charter specified the following services to the school:

1.

Seminar and adult education for

Education:

the parents.
2.

Service:

Bazaar, teatime, and snack for the
Arrangement of other school

parents and children.

activities.

3.

Publication:

Addressograph, school newsletter

and other related activities.

4.

School camping, excursion, and

Outreach:

other parent socializing activities.
5.

Discipline:

Student guidance, assisting

teachers in pupil discipline, and maintaining school in an
orderly fashion.

6.

Finance:

PA!s budget and finance.

^Article 3, Section 6 of the Parent Association
Constitution of School A.
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The PA had committees for each of the above six

areas.

One unusual service was the guidance and discipline

of the pupil for the maintenance of school in an orderly

fashion.

This service was intended for closer ties

between the parents and school and for enhancement of the

Korean traditional values of respecting elders and teachers
on the part of the students.

In reality, however,

referrals of the problem child were usually made to the

principal; few were referred to PA.
The school frequently participated in Korean

community activities such as the Korean festival, a night

ball, and the observation of Korean ceremonial days.

Intra-school sports and games with other public schools
were a possibility but had not yet been held, according

to the principal.
Recently, the new management and board of the

school conducted an aggressive fundraising activity.

A

bazaar and dancing party of May 24, 1981, which began at
10:00 a.m. and ended at 2:00 a.m. the next morning, earned

approximately $8,000.

Beginning in 1981, the school

planned a summer school for an intensive study of all
subjects, from July 6 to July 30, daily from 9:00 a.m. to

4:00 p.m., with 11 teachers and 120 students.
In May, 1981, the school opened sister-school

relations with the Sunil Elementary, Junior, and Senior

High School in Korea.

Forty students were scheduled to
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visit from June 26 to July 20, 1981, the cost of room and
board being assumed by the school in Korea.
School B.

Youth seminars, concerts, and speech

contests were held by the school with parent participation.

The topics included teenage morality, drug abuse, and other
problems of youth.

These events encouraged discussion of

the problems of the student or foster ethnic pride and

identity.
The school was a viable ethnic organization in the

area with specific goal-supporting programs, resources,
and personnel.

At least 80 families, or 20 percent of

about 400 families in the area, were associated with the
school as parents, teachers, and board members, according
to the principal.

The school was the center of ethnic

cultural activities in the area.
The PA meeting was held every week unofficially.
The members discussed student transportation schedules and

arranged each member's turn for providing snacks for a
regularly scheduled 15-minute break for the students.
were no "official” teacher's meetings.

Usually, opinions

and discussions were made over the phone at home.
school issued a bi-weekly newsletter.

There

The

The school maintained

an accident insurance for students until recently, but,

because of the cost increase, it cancelled the policy.
Surveys of the parents revealed that most of them had their
own policy.
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School C.

The school invited lecturers from other

ethnic groups to present their view of ethnic education to

the parents and students.

The Korean national ceremonial

days were observed with various programs such as concerts,
and speech and composition contests.

School picnics with

sports and games were a routine program scheduled in the
summer.

School C was the only school, among the four, that

had its own premises.

Two units of the newly built church

building housed twelve carpeted classrooms.

The school was

the most affluent among the four and operated three school

buses.

Car pools were also available for the students.

The school collected the car-pool fare and paid the ownerdriver of the car-pool.

The cost of transportation in both

the car-pool or school buses was borne by the students.

As of June 3, 1981, the school opened a sisterschool relationship with an elementary, a junior high, and

a senior high school in Korea.

School C students were

expected to be invited to Korea in the near future,

according to the principal.

Beginning in the summer of 1981, a day-care teaching program was available for all students with a weekly

fee of $30 per student.

The program hours were from

7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. daily and were intended to fit

working couples’ schedules.
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School D.

The school published a Korean language

textbook with 116 pages and a workbook with 126 pages.

The textbook publications committee was not part of the
school, but reported directly to the board chairman.

Fundraising activities were conducted within the
parent association.

Participation in the Korean community

activities was minimal, however.
Dissatisfaction of the
Parents and Teachers

Interviews with the parents disclosed the following
dissatisfaction with their schools:
1.

Children’s progress in learning language was

unsatisfactorily slow.
2.

Children learned reading and writing but not

speaking.

3.

Parents disliked ability-grouping on the ground

that it hindered the socialization among children.

Older

children did not like to be placed with younger ones.
However, parents in a school with age grouping complained

that the classes were for socialization, not for learning.
4.

Parents complained that teachers were not

committed and lacked a sense of responsibility.

Teachers

spoke too much English, and their teaching methods were
outdated.

’’They teach Korean in the same way we learned

English decades ago in Korea, it commented one parent.
teachers used a dialect of Korean.

Some
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Improvements desired by the parents involved the

following:

1.

A means of transportation of the children to

and from the school.

2.

Audio-visual equipment such as movie and slide

projectors, and linguaphones for effective learning of
language and culture.

3.

Experienced teachers, lower tuition, a library,

better textbooks, and school facilities.

A few parents wanted extension of classes into
Saturday afternoon, while others complained that the

weekend sessions overlapped the weekend programs of the
public schools.

Still others wanted the school to offer

supplementary public school courses.

So as to have the

children interested in their work, one parent wanted more
activity or game-oriented classes rather than boring class
room instruction.

Interviews with teachers disclosed that teachers’

dissatisfactions with parents were:
1.

Parents expected too much from the three-hour

weekend program.
2.
school.

Parents did not go over what was learned in

Homework was often incomplete.
3.

Since the parents were busy, they did not par

ticipate in helping the children learn, yet they complained

about the progress of the children.
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4.

Sometimes a group of parents got together,

tried to interfere in school matters, and often voiced a
harsh criticism against certain teachers.

The findings from the interviews with the parents
and teachers do not have a statistical significance because

of the small sample.

However, these findings highlighted

many problems with which the school administrators must

cope .

The parents and teachers were often directly

opposed in the matter of student progress.

This potential

conflict situation may lead to larger problems.
Summary
The school goals and means to achieve the goals

were incongruent in that all schools primarily relied on

tuition, implying benefits accrued primarily to the
individual who attended the school rather than the benefits

that accrued to the Korean community in general.

Building

ethnic boundaries and solidarity were not the concern of
an individual but the concern of the Korean community.

The financial expediency of the self-burden principle
prevailed in all four schools, reflecting the reality of

finance problems which contrasted with the ideals of the

school goals.
Most of the school teachers were between thirty
and forty years of age and had lived in America over seven

years.

Salaries were differentiated by the length of
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employment with their own schools regardless of other

qualifications.

All schools valued the continuity of

employment with their own schools, assuming a continued
improvement in personal teaching methods.

hired by the principal in most schools.

Teachers were
Firing of

teachers was rare, as they resigned voluntarily.
School-community relations included the observa

tion of Korean ceremonial days, gatherings of community

members with various programs for fundraising, and
presentations of student works in the form of concerts,
contests, and other extracurricular activities with
participation of community adults.

All these activities

were considered to be as important as classroom instructions because they provided an ethnic environment for

fostering ethnic pride and the attainment of school goals.
Schools A and B emerged as independent schools

School B was a

initially supported by the churches.
typically small independent school.

Church School C was

typical in that it was unusually large as a church school
and had properties of an organization.

School D, the

oldest of the four, was founded by the Korean Embassy.
Regardless of the types of the sponsoring organi

zation, history, and size, school goals of the four schools
fall within the continuum of Type I goals and Type II goals.
The goals of Schools A and C were closer to Type I goals,
and B and D were closer to Type II goals.
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All schools, except School B, were heavily languageoriented .

A clear congruency between the goal statement

and means of attaining the goals was noted in School B:

the child-centered and pragmatic goals were to be achieved

through culture-oriented classes and problem-directed
extracurricular activities.

The urgent needs of children

as recognized by the school goal statements were the
enhancement of a positive self-concept and ethnic pride.
Thus the school tried to provide an environment and a

positive reference within which the children could foster
ethnic pride .

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Two research questions were investigated in this

study:

(1) What were some of the ethnic educational needs

of the Korean immigrants insofar as the socio-psychological

environments of the Korean ethnic schools are concerned?
(2) How were the Korean schools being operated to meet

such needs?

Four specific objectives were set forth to

address the two research questions.
Research objective #1:

To review the historical

aspects of Korean immigration and the immigrants1 life in

the United States.

Since the beginning of the Korean

immigration in 1903, the Koreans have undergone many diffi

culties of settlement in the midst of racial discrimination.

The mass immigration of the Koreans began in 1965.

In the

1970s, these recent immigrants composed the majority of the
Koreans in America.
These recent immigrants were generally highly
educated and possessed professional skills.

Many Koreans

worked long hours and did not have enough time at home
with their children.

Furthermore, the scattered settle-

ments of Koreans in America made it difficult to maintain
Korean traditions and ethnic solidarity.
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The first generation, generally, did not earn

income commensurate to their education.

However, they

worked hard as ’’pioneers” and hoped that their children

would get good educations and good jobs.

Also, they wanted

to maintain good elements of Korean tradition and culture
within the family and Korean community.

Parents wished

their children to grow as Koreans, not as Americans.

At

the same time, they wanted their children to be well

adjusted to the public school environment and expected
high academic achievements.

However, in a divided language family, the parents
felt awkward when responses from their children were in

Parents, with their limited English proficiency,

English.

felt that proper socialization of their English-speaking

child was impossible.

Therefore, they wished their

children to learn the Korean language.

Also, they wanted

to remain as traditional authority figures over their

children.

Research objective #2:

To review socio-psychologi-

cal di mansions of the Korean ethnic children and to assess
the needs of ethnic education in the Korean community in

the United States.

Korean traditional values such as

respect for elders and teachers, as well as a high regard

for education and collective effort strongly reinforced
the academic achievement of the Korean children in public
schools.

This achievement, in turn, promoted a positive
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self-concept for the children.

The high academic achieve

ment and self-concept reinforced each other.
However, the children felt the same discrimination

as their parents as they grew older.

They both felt the

immutable barrier, "race," in assimilation.

Although a

child might speak fluent English and his mode of behavior
might conform to that of his peers, he would not be

accepted by his peers, nor would he be accepted by Koreans
because he could not speak Korean.
white inside and yellow outside.

He was a "banana,”
He had to overcome this

marginal status to be psychologically strong.
have his identification.

He had to

Unfortunately, only a few parents

were aware of these psychological needs of their children.
The needs of ethnic education as perceived by the

parents were:

(1) to have the children speak Korean

language so the problems associated with the socialization
of the children in the divided language family could be

overcome, and (2) to learn Korean traditional values so the
socialization problems associated with the erosion of the

parental authority over the children could be overcome.

Other needs of ethnic education, whether properly

perceived by the parents or not, were deeply rooted in the
problems that were arising from the socio-psychological

environments of the ethnic children.

Such environments

included peer discrimination, textbook biases and stereo

types on Asians, and discontinuities between home and
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school.

These hostile environments negatively affected

the self-concept of the Korean ethnic children.

fore, the need of the ethnic education was

There-

(1) to

instill an ethnic pride within the children so that the

children could have a positive self-concept, and (2) to
instill certain Korean traditional values which were

believed to have a positive impact on the academic achieve-

ments.
concept.

The high academic achievements reinforced the self-

With this positive self-concept, and ethnic

pride, the children could reduce the marginality and could
become more productive citizens in America.
Research objective #3:

To describe and to analyze

selected Korean ethnic schools and to evaluate certain
component variables for the attainment of the goals and

objectives of the Korean ethnic schools.

A review of the

goal statements of the Korean schools indicated that some
goals were parent-centered in that goals were written from

the standpoint of the parents expressing the need of com
munication and maintenance of traditional values.

Parent

centered goals were also ideal-ethnocentric with respect to

the desired outcomes of the schooling.

Such expected

outcomes were to instill within the young the "Korean

spirit," "the Korean frame of mind" and "the necessity to
grow as a Korean."

More frequently, the parent-centered

goals were language-oriented in the process of the attain
ment of these goals.
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Other goal statements were child-centered in that
the needs were expressed from the child’s standpoint.

Statements pointed out the need of a positive self-concept
and identification.

The child-centered goals were also

pragmatic in the expected outcomes of the schooling.

The

pragmatic statements on the expected outcomes were
expressed by the desire "to make one’s children productive
citizens in America. I!

According to the pragmatic state

ment , the immigrant children, although they had the Korean
heritage, were recognized in the official statement as

Korean-American, not as Korean.

In one school, the child

centered goal was culture-oriented for the attainment of

that goal.

In other words, the process of achieving the

goal emphasized culture rather than language.

What was

urgently needed for the child was a frame of reference
within which the child could foster a positive self-concept

or ethnic identification, but would not be forced to

endure the boring and time-consuming language classes.
Therefore, the emphasis should have been placed on culture

rather than language if the child-centered pragmatic goals

were to be achieved effectively.

The goal statements of

the schools were in the continuum of the two types of the
goals mentioned above.

The schools relied heavily on tuition for support
of the schools.

The financial expediency of the self

burden principle prevailed in all four schools, reflecting
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the reality of finance problems which contrasted with the

ideals of the school goals.

Most of the school teachers

were between thirty and forty years of age.

All schools

valued the potential tenure with the school.

Teachers

were hired by the principal in most schools.

Firing of

teachers was rare.

School-community relations included

the observation of Korean ceremonial days, gatherings of

community members with various programs for fundraising,
and presentation of student works.

All these activities

were considered to be as important as classroom instruc

tions because they provided an ethnic environment for
fostering ethnic pride and attainment of school goals.
Research objective #4:

To suggest certain adminis

trative improvements for effective operation of the ethnic
schools.

In all schools, the goal statements were written

or revised without a survey of the opinions of the parents.
Therefore, it is desirable that the school goals be

reassessed through surveys of the parents.

The survey may

include open-end questions such as, ’’What do you wish your
school to do for your children? fi

Parent education by the

school psychologist, sociologist, teachers, and school
administrators may be necessary to have the parents better

understand their children's needs.

Regardless of the

different types of the official goal statements, all school
activities were devised for the building of ethnic
boundaries and ethnic solidarity.
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The schools relied heavily on tuition for support.

This was not a proper means to achieve the ends.

Tuition

support would possibly degrade the Korean ethnic school to
a commercial foreign language institute.

Therefore, the

tuition collection should have been considered as financial

expediency rather than a legitimate source of support.

The

goals of the Korean school were the concern of the Korean
community in general.

The school should have been sup

ported primarily by the Korean community.

Interviews of

the community leaders indicated that the Korean community

should support the schools.

Ethnic schools were considered

as a positive force in reducing delinquency among the
second generation by keeping them morally upright and
disciplined.

These youths were expected to make a

positive contribution to American society.

Therefore, the

Federal or state governments should have been asked to
support such ethnic schools.
Fundraising activities of the Korean schools
usually ended up tapping the parents’ purse.

Although

the purpose of the fundraising activities was to raise

funds for the support of the school, it should not have

been limited to a means of finance.

The primary purpose

of the fundraising activity should have been to arouse

Takie Sugiyama Lebra, Acculturation Dilemma: The
Function of Japanese Moral Values for Americanization,
CAE Newsletter, Washington, D.C., Council on Anthropology
and Education, ERIC Document ED 062 476.
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interest in the Korean school and to build ethnic

solidarity with the participation of the community

members.

For this purpose, the Korean schools should

have reciprocally participated in other Korean community

activities.

Financially, the Korean schools were being
operated in hand-to-mouth fashion.

It is desirable for

schools to have a long-term plan if they are to survive in
the second generation.

It is recommended that a certain

percentage of the annual budgets be earmarked for the
future capital outlays, such as buildings and equipment.

In the budgeting process, it is desirable that

revenues should be conservatively estimated and expenses
be realistic.

Substantial

between the budgets

differences

and actual results of operation were noted in these

schools.

In order to allocate resources in the most

effective means to achieve the organizational goals, a

zero-base budget process is recommended.

This will

encourage innovative ideas in school operation.
The staffing functions of the administrator should

be improved.

The process of determining personnel needs

and selecting personnel for each position must be

strengthened.

It is desirable for each school to have

position descriptions and selection criteria.

There are

desirable teacher characteristics that may be applicable
to any teaching situation including:

buoyancy,
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adaptability, organization, sociability, and creativeness.
The priority order of these characteristics should be
defined, based on the experiences of the schools.
The interview questionnaire designed to measure

such characteristics should be utilized, or the school
should develop questionnaires to fit its own need.

Even

in a situation where there are few applicants, none of

whom meet the objective criteria, such as teachers’

college degrees and teaching experience, the structured
interview procedure will allow the best to be selected

from those available.

The administrator can only pick

teachers; he cannot create teachers.
This selection process is less meaningful when

feedback procedures are not in effect.

No official

evaluations of personnel were conducted in any of the

schools investigated.

Teacher evaluation could not be

discussed in detail in this limited study.

However, an

outcome-based teacher evaluation method is recommended.
The outcome can be measured primarily with the proficiency

tests of the Korean language and secondarily with any
index or scale designed for measuring the self-concept of
the children.

To determine the childrens’ progress during

the instructional period, an input such as the level of

the self-concept and proficiency of the Korean language

must be defined using the same scales and indexes.

Any

intervening variables, such as identifiable slow learners
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or a trip to Korea for any length of time, should also be

considered.
In all schools, teachers went home as soon as the
school hours were over.

In some schools, discussions were

generally conducted over the telephone.

In order not to

lose the effectiveness of the evaluation, a procedure for

Means

follow-up of evaluation result must be instituted.

to correct the negative points may lead to the desire of

the teachers to discuss teaching methods with other
teachers.

This will, in turn, induce more frequent

faculty meetings for better teaching methods.
Data and information generated in the evaluation,

follow-up of evaluation, and faculty meetings will help
the administrator select the best potential teachers and
provide a base for teacher training.

The current average of the student/teacher ratio

of nine should be substantially increased, for cost
efficiency, by cultivating more school clients.

The

student enrollment may be increased, if the schools
located in the urban centers get together and make a
survey of the potential parents with respect to the desired

school hours and locations.

All four schools offered

classes only on Saturday mornings, thus giving no choices

for other hours or locations to the parents of potential
students.

*
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Interviews with the parents and teachers revealed
that there was a potential conflict situation:

for the

slow progress in learning the Korean language, parents
blamed teachers for outmoded teaching methods, while the

teachers blamed parents for not helping children practice

the Korean language at home.

This conflict situation

should be avoided or reduced by (1) educating the parents
who expect too much out of the weekend program, and by

(2) improving teaching methods through the teacher evalu
ation described before.

Other improvements such as better school facilities
and audio-visual equipment desired by the parents were

difficult to implement because of limited financial
As an initial step to solve this problem, the

resources.

school administrator must endeavor to strengthen the
internal administrative procedures in finance and personnel

so that they are cost-efficient, and to improve instruction
to meet the expectations of the parents.

Parents’ eager-

ness and dedication to the school will make fundraising
activities easier and will invite an active community
participation in support of the schools.

In short, what

is needed is an internal improvement to induce outside help.

According to Lebra, the number of students in the

Japanese language schools in Hawaii has been declining
2
every year since World War II, and the schools have faced
2T

v

Lebra, p. 8.
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a financial difficulty as the result of decreasing enrollment. 3 In the writer’s view, the Korean schools will also

likely disappear in the second or third generation of the
Korean immigrants if the schools do not create a firm

educational system for the first generation of the Korean
immigrants.
The second generation is certainly going to be

more easily assimilated.

They would have little oppor-

tunity to practice Korean language.

When compared to

the first generation, they might have a less positive

attitude about the Korean schools and their desires to
attend the Korean schools might be reduced.

They would

not be likely to sacrifice time for extracurricular
activities and time for the public school work load in

order to attend the Korean schools, nor would they be
willing to spend time in transportation of their children
to and from the Korean schools.

J

They might consider the

Korean school a place only for socialization, not for
learning Korean language.

In expectation of such trends, an emphasis will
have to be placed on cultural education rather than the
Korean language for the sake of fostering a strong self

concept, and ethnic pride and identity among the young.
The school goals of child-centered, pragmatic, culture-

oriented will likely survive in the future in the writer’s
3

Ibid., p. 10.
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view.

As the Korean population increases, the schools may

be located closer to homes instead of urban centers.
Instilling the traditional values within the

children and communication and socialization in the Korean
language might become unrealistic in the second and third

generations.

However, the Korean schools will continue to

serve Korean-Americans as a cultural center where they
can learn their ethnic heritage and identity, and accord
ingly, build a positive self-concept.

In this regard, the

responsibilities of the Korean schools for the first

generation are extremely important as a pioneer and a
foundation for the future Korean ethnic schools.
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REFERENCE NOTE

^The schools selected were reluctant to disclose any
information which might affect them negatively. The key
concern appeared to be the possibility of losing students
to the other schools in the area. The schools requested
that they be permitted to review any statements included
in this study concerning their school and revealing their
identity. Obviously, this request for a review could not
be granted because it would sacrifice the objectivity of
this study. However, in order to honor the request for
anonymity, lettered or fictitious names were used throughout
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the study. All subsequent footnotes that refer to
particular schools and administrators are provided as
evidence of the authenticity and objectivity of this
study, but are not intended as specific references, The
names of interviewees were also withheld in the interest
of confidentiality. The interviews with principals,
teachers, parents, and community leaders were conducted
between December 19 and December 22, and between
December 30 and December 31, 1980, for the schools in New
York, and between December 27 and December 29, 1980, and
between October 26 and October 27, 1980, for the schools
in Washington, D.C.

COURT CASES

■^Gong Lum v. Rice, United States Reports, Vol 275,
P- 78 (1927).
2
Wong Him v. Cal1ahan, Federal Reporter, Vol. 119,
P- 381 (1902).
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Direction:

1.

Please check and/or fill in blanks.

Year established

Independent school ( )
Church school ( )

2.

Established by the Korean Association ( )5
by the Church ( ),

by the Korean community leaders ( )5
or others ( )

3.

Number of students

4.

Number of teachers

5.

Annual Budgets—1980

Collects tuition:
6.

School hours:

Saturday ( )
From

i

Yes ( )

7.

Subjects taught

8.

Number of classes

No ( )

Sunday ( )

To
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APPENDIX B

OUTLINE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Although structured interview questionnaires were

utilized, they were modified as the interview progressed
to solicit strong feelings, opinions and attitudes of the

teachers, parents, community leaders, and principals.

The

following is the outline of the interview questionnaire.
Teachers
The major problem(s) he or she faces as a teacher.

Parents

Reasons for sending children to the Korean school
and their opinion of the Korean school.

Community Leaders

School goals and financial support of the Korean

school.
Principals

School philosophy, school supports, personnel needs,
and other activities and administrative matters of the

Korean school.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to assess the ethnic

education of the Korean immigrants’ children and to

analyze the operations of the Korean ethnic schools in the
United States.

study:

Two questions were investigated in this

(1) What were the ethnic educational needs of the

Korean immigrants insofar as the socio-psychological

environments of the Korean ethnic schools were concerned?
(2) How were the Korean schools being operated to meet

such needs?
The literature review and case study method were

utilized to answer the research questions.

Four schools

were selected for the case study in the Eastern United

States.

The interview and document analysis were employed

for the investigation.

In addition, a survey method was

utilized to present an overview of the Korean schools in

the United States.
The review of literature indicated that Korean
immigrant parents wanted to retain the traditional Korean

values.

Also, they saw an improper socialization of their

children in the divided language family.

The school was

not an extension of home for the immigrant children.

The

children faced stereotypes and discrimination resulting

in a negative self-concept.

However, certain elements of
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traditional Korean values contributed to the academic

success of the children.
self-concept.

Academic success reinforced the

An ethnic institution was needed both for

the maintenance of traditional values and the enhancement

of ethnic pride.

There were approximately 127 Korean schools in the
United States as of October, 1981.
located in major urban areas.

Most of them were

The schools were open

either on Saturdays or Sundays.
The goals and objectives of the four selected

schools were within the continuum of two types:

(1)

parent-centered and ideal-ethnocentric and (2) childcentered and pragmatic.

Schools heavily emphasized the

Korean language in their class schedules.

The financial

expediency of the self-burden principle prevailed in all

four schools, which contrasted with the ideals of the
school goals.

The schools valued the continuity of

employment with their own schools assuming self-improvement
of teaching methods.

Community relations and extra-

curricular activities were examined.

Recommendations were

made for the administrative improvements of the schools.
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